KEYNOTES’ ABSTRACTS
Tim Armstrong, “Temporal Autonomy: Virtual Time and the
Modernist Plot” (Keynote 2)
This paper addresses an important issue of the autonomy of the artwork: time. The
ability of novels to imagine a time separate from the time of their production – past
or present – has long been a focus of narratology. What is less studied is the ability
of novels to imagine a separate or co-existent time-stream set in relation to the
present: something contemporary audiences are familiar with from counterfactual
narratives like The Man in the High Castle and time-fork movies like Back to the
Future. The origin of those narratives in the period of modernism is an interesting
question: most visible in texts where it is explicitly rendered (James’s ‘The Jolly
Corner’ is my example here) but also present as a narrative possibility in which a
‘virtual’ timeline tales on an explicit presence in texts like Rebecca West’s The
Return of the Soldier and Ford Madox Ford’s The Good Soldier. I will consider both
the ontological implications of such narratives and the cultural and historical
shifts that inform their possibility, including Darwinism and Bergson’s thought,
modernity and the war.
Tim Armstrong is Professor of Modern English and American Literature at Royal
Holloway University, London. He has published widely on modernism and on Thomas
Hardy. His most recent book was on slavery as cultural metaphor, The Logic of Slavery:
Debt, Technology and Pain in American Literature. His current project is a study of
modernist localism after 1926, Micromodernism: Readings in a Modernism of
Disconnection. Professor Armstrong is co-editor of the Edinburgh University Press series
Edinburgh Critical Studies in Modernist Culture, and one of the organizers of the longrunning London Modernism Seminar.

Jane Bennett, “Figures of In-Fluence” (Keynote 1)
This paper explores three figures of in-fluence, or the way in which “outside”
agencies enter in the “inside” of a body, in particular an endeavoring human body.
The first is Walt Whitman's notion of “sympathy,” a second is what Roger Caillois
called "homomorphy," or the tendency for an organic individual to take on the
shape or physical traits of its milieu, and the third concerns what Alfred North
Whitehead called the body’s “prehension” of “affective tone.” Of particular interest
are forms of influence that operate not only below the level of our cognitive
awareness but also below the level of sensuous detection.
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Jane Bennett is a political theorist and environmental scientist. She is Professor of
Political Theory and Chair of the Department of Political Science at Johns Hopkins
University, and has written extensively on the constitution of human reality emphasising
an “asubjective” vital materialism. She is the author of Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology
of Things, The Enchantment of Modern Life: Attachments, Crossings, and Ethics and
Thoreau’s Nature: Ethics, Politics, and the Wild, and she is also an editor of The Politics of
Moralizing and In the Nature of Things: Language, Politics, and the Environment.

Nicholas Brown, “What is Autonomy, and Why Does It Matter?”
(Keynote 4)
Both heteronomy and autonomy are, taken separately, deeply contradictory
positions that could not be occupied by any actual cultural production worth
talking about. Pure autonomy would have no relation to the world; pure
heteronomy would be indistinguishable from it. So what do we talk about when we
talk about autonomy? In Kant, the difference specific to aesthetic judgments is that
they are made in a mode of “indifference” with regard to the existence of the object,
which is to say that they are made without reference to external uses, either
idiopathic ones or teleological ones. But the social form of idiopathic judgments is
the market, while the social form of teleological judgments is the state. In Kant’s
account, then, aesthetic judgments are autonomous from two social forms, the
state and the market. The concept of the work of art that emerges out of German
Idealism unfolds between these two heteronomies. This concept has gone through
periods of ossification and periods of crisis. But it may be that the discourses,
institutions, and disciplines that have developed to talk about art as a particular
kind of thing (as opposed to a commodity or a practice like any other) —
institutions to which artworks are, in fact, heteronomous — require the specific
difference of aesthetic autonomy; and it may be that attempts to think about art as
heteronomous to the social field of contemporary capitalism mire us in
contradictions and indeed politics that are more troublesome than those
associated with the concept of autonomy.
Nicholas Brown is an associate professor at the University of Illinois, Chicago. His major
book publication is Utopian Generations: The Political Horizon of Twentieth-Century
Literature. His current book project is entitled Autonomy: The Work of Art in the Age of its
Real Subsumption under Capital. Chapters of this project have appeared in nonsite,
Postmodern Culture, and the Revista do Instituto dos Estudos Brasileiros. President of the
Marxist Literary Group, Brown also chairs the editorial board of the journal Mediations
and is a founding editor of the electronic/print press MCMʹ.
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Peter Kalliney, “Autonomy and Decolonization in Anglophone
Literature” (Keynote 6)
Contrary to many accounts of twentieth-century literary history, late colonial and
early postcolonial writers in English were among the most committed and
eloquent defenders of aesthetic autonomy. Using T.S. Eliot's ideas about the
"impersonality" of literature, late colonial and early postcolonial writers argued
that the field of literary production should be, or could be, entirely free of the
political inequalities and forms of racial hierarchy that prevailed in the imperial
system. The flexible concept of autonomy, this talk will suggest, functioned as a
marker of both creative and political freedoms for intellectuals from the
decolonizing world. Additionally, this presentation will explore how the Cold War
helped create new opportunities for intellectuals to cross the boundaries policed
by imperialism. The transnational cultural institutions established in the early
part of the Cold War encouraged intellectuals in decolonizing regions to express
their autonomy not only from imperialism but also from newly-established
postcolonial nation-states.
Peter Kalliney holds the William J. Tuggle chair in English at the University of Kentucky.
He has published two major books, Commonwealth of Letters: British Literary Culture and
The Emergence of Postcolonial Aesthetics and Cities of Affluence and Anger: A Literary
Geography of Modern Englishness, and is currently working on a study dealing with the
Cold War and decolonization, with a special emphasis on African, British, and Caribbean
literature.

Chris Salter, “Alien Agencies: Resonances, Tissues and the
Sensorium Turned Inside Out” (Keynote 8)
What contemporary forms of aesthetic experience are made possible by a world
that is continually eluding our grasp? A world in which artists and creators
working with the dynamics and flows of strange, almost alien agencies that behave
and perform beyond us, continually reconfigure both phenomena and our
perception of such phenomena. This talk seeks to explore what the affective and
corporeal encounter with a series of artistic works that operate across three
different genres – urban sound installation, the bioarts and performative work
with human perception – constitutes and how materials like sound, biological stuff
and sensory inputs such as touch, taste, and light used in such techno-scientifically
driven art practice act beyond human intent. In other words, how is it that artists
and other “researcher-creators” organize the conditions for experimental,
performative assemblages to form and catalyze other ways of knowing and being
– assemblages that seek to sidestep the tired dichotomies between subjects and
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objects, humans and non, mind and body, knowing and experiencing? How do
artists working with materials beyond our grasp contribute something else to the
ongoing discussions about the limits of the anthropocene by actually enacting and
performing the worlds most of us only imagine? Based on my recently published
Alien Agency: Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making (MIT Press, 2015)
and using the three artistic works described above, the talk examines the affective
and experiential elements integral to artistic practice by asking a similar question
that scientific practice also asks but with substantially different results and intent:
how do new things come into the world and what do they do?
Chris Salter is an artist Concordia University Research Chair in New Media, Technology
and the Senses, Co-Director of the Hexagram network, Director of the Hexagram
Concordia Centre for Research and Creation in Media Art and Technology and Associate
Professor, Computation Arts in the Department of Design and Computation Art at
Concordia University, Montreal. Dr Salter's artistic work focuses on the ecology of
experience in technology induced performances, and he has also written extensively on
this topic, for instance in Entangled: Technology and the Transformation of Performance
(2010) and in Alien Agency: Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making (2015).

Gisèle Sapiro, “The Concept of Autonomy: Approaches and
Usages” (Keynote 5)
In the social and human sciences, the concept of autonomy has different meanings
and uses, which refer to different traditions. The first part of the paper will focus
on the four most relevant definitions of the concept for the understanding of the
fields of cultural production: that is, the definitions by Kant, by the Marxist, by the
sociology of professions, and in Bourdieu’s field theory. The second part will
suggest how these definitions can be articulated even though they are partly not
compatible. The third part will examine the heuristic value of the concept of
autonomy as defined in field theory for empirical research in the sociology of
culture and how research has helped rethink this concept.
Gisèle Sapiro is the Director of research at the Centre national de recherche
sociologique (CNRS) and Director of studies at the École des haute études en sciences
sociales. Apart from the two influential books about the French literary field, La Guerre
des écrivains (1940-1953) (recently translated into English) and La Responsabilité de
l'écrivain, Sapiro has published an impressive range of articles, while collaborating with
other scholars to produce the magisterial collections Translatio. Le marché de la
traduction en France à l'heure de la mondialisation and L'espace intellectuel en Europe.
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Lisa Siraganian, “Enumerating the Collage Aesthetic” (Keynote 3)
Autonomy’s inevitability emerged forcefully into aesthetic debates in the initial
discussions of cubism and, particularly, of collage. Guillaume Apollinaire’s Cubist
Painters (1913), can be taken as representative of the general trend when he
writes that “Picasso enumerates so completely and acutely the various elements
which constitute objects that they appear as objects not through the efforts of the
spectators . . . but because of the very way they are composed.” But why did cutting
up divergent compositional elements and placing them into a single text seem to
enumerate autonomy? It meant the complete opposite to filmmaker Sergei
Eisenstein, whose montage of attractions required spectatorial involvement (in
the form of “a tractor ploughing over the audience’s psyche”). One answer to this
question has been that collage’s divergent elements presented the problem of
coordinating or reconciling different sign systems, conceptual frameworks, or
discursive regimes, such that these systems are imagined as either in conversation
(heteronomy) or subordinated to the authority of the artist (autonomy). This talk
explores other potential answers to this question. Juxtaposing the question of
collage autonomy in the mediums of film, painting, and poetry, we see how collage
focused the question of autonomy on the problem of conceptualizing a collective
intention.
Lisa Siraganian is associate professor of English at Southern Methodist University,
Dallas and Associate director of the Dedman College Interdisciplinary Institute. She
specializes in 20th-century modernism, exploring the relationship between artistic form,
politics, and institutions. She is the author of Modernism’s Other Work: The Art Object’s
Political Life. Her essays on Gertrude Stein, Wallace Stevens, Atom Egoyan, and Ang Lee
(among others) have appeared in Modernism/ Modernity, Modern Fiction Studies,
American Literary History, and Post45.

Jennifer Wicke, “Ecologies of Modernist Autonomy: Birdsong,
Animal Spirits, Global Rising in Luxemburg, af Klint, Joyce”
(Keynote 7)
Three primary modes or critical crystallizations inflect modern articulations of
autonomy, and highlight different streams within it: political autonomy as it
emerges from post-Kantian political philosophy and Marxist distinctions of
reification and relative autonomy, aesthetic autonomy that valorizes abstraction
and experimentation in an estrangement of art from the social world or in negative
dialectic with it, and a vision of cultural autonomy that veers from vanguardism to
civil society, anarchy, and detournement. Any version of critical autonomy implies
a cutting or separation, and such cuts now seem unsustainable or retrograde when
theory seeks assemblages, confluences, and sustainability as all edges, whether
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aesthetic, political, or material, become porous. To return to three modernist
figures whose work has been taken as specimen cases of singular autonomy—Rosa
Luxemburg as the theorist of the mass strike, Hilma af Klint as an abstract painter
avant la lettre, and Joyce as the autonomous Gracehoper of literature—is to find
instead the raw, ragged edges of ecologies that sustain and mediate this work: the
profusion of bird song to be heard in the general strike, af Klint’s abstraction
inseparable from the mass movement of theosophy it contradicts, and Joyce’s
Dubliners as a global work of revolutionary literature that summons and portends
the 1916 Easter Rising. Each is a mediated ecology grounded in annealing the cuts
between and among autonomies, our theories and our practices, and the critical
spirit, to cite Oscar Wilde, required in ecocatastrophic end-times.
Jennifer Wicke works in English, Spanish, German, French across the nineteenth,
twentieth, and twenty-first centuries. Her research interests extend to interdisciplinary
studies including film, media and mass culture, political economy and political theory,
gender and sexuality studies, and global and postcolonial theory, in an Anglo-American
and ultimately global framework. She has published widely in comparative literary
studies, film and media studies, and global studies, particularly in relation to theories of
globalization and questions of empire, and in relation to the genre of the novel. Her works
include Advertising Fictions: Literature, Advertisement and Social Reading (1988), and
Feminism and Postmodernism (1994). She has also co-edited The Longman Anthology of
British Literature, 1st-4th Editions, 20th Century Editor/Contributor with Kevin Dettmar.
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ALL PRESENTERS’ ABSTRACTS
Rizwan Akhtar, “The Postcolonial Condition and Aesthetic
Autonomy: The Resistant Circumference of the Post-colonial
Novel” (C:1)
In a typical neo-imperial mode America’s invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq started
with a rhetoric of democracy and autonomy. David Held in Democracy and the
Global order; From the Modern State to Cosmopolitan Governance (1995) very aptly
states that “there can be no such thing as the correct or the final understanding of
autonomy: its meaning is always open to further interpretations from new
perspectives.” Similarly, as the post-colonial condition upholds diverse contexts,
traditions, and frameworks, it reveals heterogeneous and often contradictory
perspectives of autonomy. By implication, post-colonial literature is intrinsically
disposed to construct a concept of aesthetic autonomy and a methodology of desire
to investigate the complexity of its ties with colonial imagination and aesthetics.
Therefore, the idea of autonomy connotes structures of resistance. In this paper, I
argue that the post-colonial literary mode of resistance marshals tripartite
elements of aesthetics, politics, and language and accomplishes an alternative
discourse of autonomy, which fictional text(s) both consolidate and destabilize,
and this interchangeable voice of expression and suppression of autonomous selfconfigures in images, tropes, metaphors, and thematic strands. Post-colonial
theorists also respond to the intersections between aesthetic and autonomy by
situating concerns in elements of emancipatory dialogue embedded in fictional
representations of autonomy. In this paper I will choose three post-colonial novels
from India and Pakistan which offer a diverse commentary on aesthetic autonomy:
The Glass Palace (2000) by Amitav Gosh, Home (2006) by Manju Kapur and Burnt
Shadows (2009) by Kamila Shamise. By enmeshing language, aesthetics and
politics in a postcolonial diagnostic fashion and by interweaving stories of
displaced, migrant, and peripheral communities, these three novels capture the
elisions and collations between aesthetic autonomy and postcolonial condition.
Rizwan Akhtar teaches World Literatures in English at the Department of English,
Punjab University, and Lahore, Pakistan. For his PhD he worked on South Asian Indian
women novelists. He has also published poetry in international journals.
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Iain Bailey, “Laura Riding, Literary Modernism, and the Stakes of
Connoisseurship” (C:4)
This paper will begin with Laura (Riding) Jackson’s more-or-less systematic
critique of what she calls, in her posthumously published essay “The Failure of
Poetry,” the “field of linguistic connoisseurship,” or the “connoisseurship-province
of poetry.” The idea of connoisseurship punctuates her critical reflections on
poetry, literature, and taste from the 1920s until at least the 1970s. For Riding,
connoisseurship is a way of describing the mediating work of a set of institutions,
consolidating a pernicious idea of the “literary,” and deciding on its values. In this
sense connoisseurship both confirms the relative autonomy of the literary field
and clashes with Riding’s sense of poetry having its own “organic” and
“idiosyncratic” autonomy from that field. Riding’s work focuses and at the same
time complicates such tussles over symbolic and “real” capital, and can be seen to
reflect back on the stakes of connoisseurship for questions of aesthetic and
disciplinary autonomy in modernist literary studies.
Iain Bailey is a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow in English and American Studies at the
University of Manchester. He has published on Samuel Beckett, intertextuality, tone and
genetic criticism, and his book Samuel Beckett and the Bible was published in 2014 by
Bloomsbury.

Petra Bakos Jarrett, “The Vibrant Materiality of Anzaldúa’s
Borderlands” (D:2)
The recognition of agency as not the sole capacity of humans but rather something
that emerges as the result of impromptu arrangements of human and nonhuman
forces calls for a conceptual re-framing of environmental in/justice. As an attempt
to ground these efforts in decolonial feminist politics, in this paper through a close,
slow reading of Gloria Anzaldúa’s seminal Borderlands/La Frontera I explore how
‘distributive agency’ (Bennett) emerges in Anzaldúa’s epistemology. Throughout
her work Anzaldúa disseminated conceptual traces of a theory that is less inclined
to separation – of classes, genders, races, species etc. – than to fusion, and for that
reason I consider that she can be rightfully read as a feminist utopia of a
sustainably shared, in other words: more ecologically and socially sound future.
Petra Bakos Jarrett is a Doctoral Candidate in Comparative Gender Studies with
specialization in Environmental Science Studies at the Central European University
(CEU) in Budapest. She is in the middle stage of the PhD. Additionally Petra is
participating in CEU’s Science Studies Program.
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Camille Barrera, “The Storyteller in the Age of Capitalism” (C:3)
This paper is concerned with the ways in which concepts and practices of
storytelling are essentially at odds with a market-based approach to cultural
activity that would codify the roles of producer and consumer and attempt to
dissect the “ownership” of a form of artistic creation that is at once individual and
fundamentally communal in nature. More specifically it will look at written
treatments of storytelling and “oral traditions” within contemporary literature
and drama, whether this takes the form of an explicit thematization of the activity
of storytelling or the incorporation of oral storytelling techniques within a written
work. I argue that the tensions inherent in storytelling work to disrupt simple
notions of an “autonomy” that is necessarily bound up in the (creative) individual
or the singular creation, while exposing to some degree the “lie” of autonomous
creation inherent in dominant views of artistic activity within a commodity
culture.
Camille Barrera is a doctoral candidate at the Friedrich Schlegel Graduate School of
Literary Studies (Freie Universität Berlin) where she is writing her dissertation on
"Storytelling and Tradition in the Post-apocalyptic Ruins of Modernity."

Benjamin Bateman, “Infrastructures Literal and Littoral, or, the
Edginess of Thalia Field’s Unbuilt Fields” (D:7)
Drawing on recent work in “infrastructuralism” by Caroline Levine, Bruce Robbins,
and others, and using experimental poet Thalia Field’s Bird Lovers, Backyard
(2010) as a contemporary touchstone, this paper argues that exposing formal
infrastructures—the skeletons, so to speak, of narrative and lyric production—can
function as both a precursor to and potent partner of environmentalist challenges
to economic development and technocratic securitization. Resisting narrative
pressure to “build up” to a climax, and interrupting thought’s progression with
unadorned glimpses of an “unbuilt field,” Field’s text induces feelings of edginess
by attending to the political, historical, and ecological edges that constitute the
taken-for-granted character of urban centers. As these edges become at once more
patrolled—as borders—and precarious—buffeted by the winds of climate
change—the presumed autonomy of their centers cannot hold. But the textual
persistence of Field’s field, lower-case, literalizes a minimal faith, perhaps
presumptuous, in art’s hidden but not inaccessible affordances.
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Benjamin Bateman is Associate Professor of English and Women’s, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies at California State University, Los Angeles. He teaches and writes about
modern and contemporary literature, queer theory, ecostudies, and popular culture. His
recent articles have appeared in Modern Fiction Studies, Twentieth Century Literature,
Minnesota Review, and Henry James Review.

Wade Bell, “‘The new messiah of the battlefields’: Embodiment as
Discursive Strategy in Dalton Trumbo’s Johnny Got His Gun” (D:1)
This paper discusses the discursive significance of the body in Dalton Trumbo’s
classic anti-war novel, Johnny Got His Gun. With its political rants, depictions of
working-class life, symbolic imagery, and vivid descriptions of the dismembered
torso of its protagonist, the human body emerges in Johnny as our primary vehicle
for being-in-the-world, as well as the figurative weight that grounds us in it.
Following this logic, human freedom and autonomy appear to be curtailed by our
own corporeal limitations, coupled with our involvement in a world of oppressive
hierarchal systems and reified social relations.
Building on the works of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Mikhail Bakhtin, Georg
Lukacs, Martha Nussbaum and others, this paper reveals a dialectic at work within
Johnny between what can best be described as the phenomenal, the reified, and the
grotesque body. While the phenomenal body of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology
emphasizes relative autonomy and embodied subjectivity, the reified body
represents humankind in a completely objectified state. My analysis illustrates
how Trumbo’s text creates a tension between these two conceptions of corporeity,
while employing grotesque realism—a subversive literary mode utilizing the
degraded image of the body—to inspire change in the real world.
Wade Bell is a doctoral student at the University of Gothenburg, currently doing research
in the environmental humanities. His dissertation focuses on the depiction of
environmental degradation and automobile fetishism in American road literature, but
Wade also has an interest in the significance of the body in both literature and
philosophy.
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Deborah Bouchette, “Line as the Essence of Becoming-Artist”
(D:5)
Philosophy addresses the artist in terms of genius, history, methodology, or
radicalism. But what is the essence of the artist? I argue that line is this essence: the
artist’s privileged relationship with line revisits the nascent place of form, where
bare line is the primordial instantiation of space and time. “Line” holds a pregnant
place among the poetic arts: the drawn line, the line of sculpture, the line of dance,
the actor’s line, the musical line, the story line, the scribed line of poetry, the line
of travel—the artist weaves all these lines of art through space-time with an
intuitive distention.
My investigation unravels positions on time and space, form, truth, freedom,
rhythm, and a driving need for the possibility of understanding as espoused by
Jean-Luc Nancy, Brian Massumi, Martin Heidegger, Giorgio Agamben, and Henri
Maldiney, supported by Barbara Stafford’s work with neuroscience. Here the artist
is neither idealized, psychoanalyzed, nor subjectified, but considered exemplary:
contemplative with a driving necessity to create. I show that the artist’s sense of
anticipation is what foments the impulsive need to revisit the birthplace of form
via essential line; and almost as a bonus, the errancy of art as mimēsis is exposed.
Deborah Bouchette is an artist and writer who draws, and is drawn to, edges. Her
dissertation asks “ever since Plato disavowed the poets from his ideal city, where is the
place for the artist?” Previously Deborah managed multi-national high-tech projects. She
is happy now to be in her “right mind.”

Michael Boyden, “Environmentalism in William Cullen Bryant’s
‘Story of the Island of Cuba’” (D:2)
Recent theorizing in the environmental humanities has been marked by a
pronounced antianthropocentrism, which is sometimes presented as an antidote
to “our earth-destroying fantasies of conquest and consumption” (Bennett 2010,
ix). Focusing on William Cullen Bryant’s “Story of the Island of Cuba” (1829), this
paper shows that until well into the nineteenth century fantasies of conquest and
consumption were by no means incompatible with environmental doctrines. In
Bryant’s “Story of the Island Cuba,” told by a plantation owner to an American
businessman, three Native American outlaws from Florida terrorize the local
population until they meet their violent end. The story evokes then widespread
stereotypes about environmental degeneration in the tropics by among other
things linking the three outlaws to the ancient population of the island. But Bryant
also troubles such associations by suggesting that the men belong to a “fierce,
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untamable nation of Mexico.” By teasing out these complexities, the paper
contributes to a deeper understanding of the ways in which theories of
environmental determinism infused American popular culture at a time when
Cuba became both a popular resort for Northern invalids and a strategic site for
southern slaveholders keen on extending their interests in the Caribbean.
Michael Boyden is Senior Lecturer (Associate Professor) of American literature at
Uppsala University. He is working on a monography about representations of revolution
in nineteenth-century American literature.

Mikael Börjesson, “Marketization and Autonomy in Swedish
Higher Education” (C:6)
This paper deals with the development of Swedish higher education during the last
three decades. As a starting point, it distinguishes between three dimensions of
marketization: commodification, market solutions, and organisational forms
deriving from the private sector, often referred to as New Public Management.
These dimensions are related to each other but do not fully overlap. Market
solutions were introduced with the higher education reform in 1993, granting
institutions greater freedom to shape their educational supply and giving more
emphasis to student preferences in the funding schemes. However, the
commodification of higher education is as yet incomplete. Tuition fees have this far
only been introduced for so called third country students (in 2011). New
organisational patterns influenced by the private sector have over the last decade
penetrated the higher education sector. Evaluation is one important technique
that has increasing influence on higher education and research. Even more
decisive is the shift from collegial steering models towards more line-oriented
models, concentrating power and resources in a chain of command from the vice
chancellor to the heads of the department. The gain of autonomy for the few is
clearly the loss of autonomy for the many.
Mikael Börjesson is professor in Sociology of Education at Uppsala University and codirector of the research unit Sociology of Education and Culture (SEC). His main research
domains are the fields of upper secondary school and higher education, transnational
strategies in higher education, and applications of Geometric Data Analysis.
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Berndt Clavier, “Aesthetics and Autonomy: Works of Art, Things,
and ‘Psycho-Morphs’ in Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go and
Bernardo Carvalho’s Nine Nights” (B:1)
In her lectures on Kant’s Critique of Judgment, Hannah Arendt emphasises the
strong link between the power of judgement (Urteilskraft) and sociability
(Geselligkeit). Indeed, as Kimberley Curtis and Cecilia Sjöholm both argue, Arendt’s
notion of aesthetics is heavily linked to practices of “realness,” whereby humans
learn to judge not as an aspect of their autonomy but of their sociability. In this
sense, Arendt’s notion of aesthetics is a theoretical move beyond Kant’s
representational logic of “autonomy” and “disinterestedness,” and can be
productively linked to Martin Heidegger’s idea of the work of art as a “thing,” a
disclosive event and activity. In this paper, the “aesthetics of realness” will be
addressed through a reading of Never Let Me Go (2005) and Nine Nights (2002).
While the two novels are different in many ways, they share a concern with the
boundaries of consciousness and individual autonomy—and with the dependency
of both on dispersed, non-human agencies.
Berndt Clavier is Senior Lecturer in English at the School of Arts and Communication,
Malmö University. Clavier has published in the fields of modernist and postmodernist
literature, cultural studies, transnationalism and citizenship. His current research
focuses on aesthetics and biopolitics, particularly how publicly funded artistic practices
relate to contemporary urban governance.

Solveig Daugaard, “The Autonomy of Gertrude Stein” (A:3)
When in 1933, at the age of 59, Gertrude Stein wrote her best seller, The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, she entered the scene of the rising modern
celebrity cult, touring the US, lecturing, speaking on the radio and talking to
newspapers, magazines and people all over the country. She became renown for
her character, appearance and cultural performance, and perhaps less for her
writing. Yet the experimental writing remains the essential quality of this public
persona. It remains a sine qua non for Stein’s fame. What I would like to zoom in
on in this paper is not foremost how Stein’s poetry has been recycled in avantgarde art and high culture, but how a more popular dimension of Stein’s
appropriation in contemporary culture has developed. I want to ask what happens
to our configurations of authorial autonomy when the author is being transformed
into a commodity that is distributed into a range of cultural fields. Also, I wish to
investigate how the presumed autonomy of Stein’s poetry responds when
subjected to popular appropriation along with the Stein-persona and spread out
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into a diverse media ecological network (Fuller, 2005) that is transgressing
beyond the strictly literary.
Solveig Daugaard is a Ph.D-candidate in Literature, Media History and Information
Cultures at the University of Linköping. She is working on a dissertation on the artistic
reception of Gertrude Stein, and has published a monograph on Stein’s literary portraits
in 2012. She is also active as an editor, a translator and a critic of contemporary literature.

Dominic Dean, “Autonomy, from Death: Interventions from
Literature” (D:4)
Hannah Arendt, in The Human Condition (1958), articulated autonomy not as the
opportunity for fulfilment of an identity but in negative terms, as based on a
‘privacy’: not the chance not to “be yourself” (as contemporary culture exhorts),
but to be other than oneself.
This paper argues that this form of autonomy is contingent upon the reality of
death, as the final separation of the linguistic and bodily selves. Contemporary
literature calls urgent attention to this relation between autonomy and death as
constituting a political imperative, one working against attempts to avoid serious
regard to the future as the object of politics.
Certain works of contemporary literature have drawn attention to death,
precisely in order to assert an autonomy they too locate in terms of privacy, of
which death is shown to be the ultimate guarantor. In these texts, both autonomy
and death are under threat from authoritarian cultures. The paper makes
particular reference to Kazuo Ishiguro’s 2005 novel Never Let Me Go, which
reasserts an autonomy from death and a political potential from privacy. Ishiguro’s
novel dramatizes how an apparently benign attempt to prolong life becomes the
genesis of an authoritarian culture, one with uncanny parallels to our own.
Dominic Dean is a doctoral researcher in English at the University of Warwick, UK.
His thesis explores the child and authority in modern and contemporary literature,
focusing on authors including Kazuo Ishiguro, Emma Donoghue, Ian McEwan and
Peter Ackroyd. His theoretical interests lie at the intersections between politics
and psychoanalysis.
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Leonard Diepeveen, “Inferred Intent, Unstable Autonomy” (B:6)
Early in the twentieth century, skepticism about intent triggered discussions of
aesthetic autonomy: given a modernist work’s odd form, bluster, or careless
construction, how could it possibly have been intended seriously? This routine
accusation of fraud (fraud understood as an action embedded in the world of
pragmatic advantages and disadvantages) removes art from an autonomous
realm; modern art was too explicitly purposive. The rise of both formalism and the
intentional fallacy responded by declaring intent to be irrelevant to aesthetic
works. On one level this is plausible: intent is ultimately unknowable. But
instability is not the same as irrelevance. Inferring an unverifiable intent is central
to pragmatic action. In legal cases of fraud, for example, intent is inferred and
judged through contextual cues. Such inferences, central to daily life, are also
integral to art, and not just through para- and epitextual signs. As Stanley Cavell
argues, it is impossible to imagine something as art without believing it to have
been made by someone else, and therefore purposive. This initial supposition of
intent is more basic to how we understand an artwork than an artwork’s
participation in politics, or other ways in which an artwork moves out of an
autonomous realm. Intent is always, however, inferred, an inescapable
interpretive act whose conclusions are plausible but never ironclad.
Leonard Diepeveen is the George Munro Professor of Literature and Rhetoric at
Dalhousie University. He is the author of The Difficulties of Modernism (Routledge, 2003)
and co-author of Artworld Prestige: Arguing Cultural Value (Oxford, 2013). He is currently
finishing a project on the discourse of fraud in modernism.

Stanislava Dikova, “‘Artworks do not lie:’ modern art as a form of
subjective dissent” (B:3)
This paper investigates how Jacques Ranciére’s work on the aesthetic/expressive
regime of art could be productively developed in dialogue with Theodor Adorno’s
theory of aesthetic autonomy to avoid the disintegration of art into politics. This
could be accomplished by giving an account of the modern subject’s relation to
attitudes of dissent as a formative element in both artistic and political practices.
Approaching the problem through the subject links the aesthetic to the political on
a very practical level and helps deal with Ranciére’s false distinction between the
theoretical and the practical manifestations of a politics of aesthetics. Following
Adorno’s suggestion in his Aesthetic Theory that modern art could only be
adequately defined through a theory based on psychic life, I will argue that we can
account for this by means of a theory of autonomy that unites modern art’s capacity
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for emancipated seeing of otherness (aesthetic autonomy) and the psychic life of
the subject, inclusive of moral duties and ethical behaviour (ethical autonomy).
Stanislava Dikova is a PhD Candidate in Literature at the University of Essex, where she
works on literary theory and Virginia Woolf’s ethics. Her research focuses specifically on
the relation between aesthetic autonomy and the practice of constructing modernist
subjectivities in Woolf’s fiction.

Joel Duncan, “William Carlos Williams and the Hum of Free
Verse” (A:7)
William Carlos Williams famously declared the poem to be a “machine made of
words,” but where, might we ask, do those words come from? For Walt Whitman
the distinctive words of the American idiom came largely from the country’s
burgeoning industry. One of the words Whitman and Williams held in common was
a “hum,” which for Whitman was meant to emerge organically from the throat of
the loafer on the grass, while his contemporaries—like Emerson—referred to the
“hum” coming from the region’s textile mills. For his part Williams, in The Great
American Novel (1923), figures the “hum” of the electric power plant as a primal,
new born, word. This paper argues that industry’s hum becomes the vehicle for
American free verse, underscoring how poems are not only made like machines,
but how machines contribute to the possibility for poetry. Yet Williams ironizes
the song of industry in his novel, the plot of which centers around “a hot little baby”
of a Ford car. Through repeatedly enunciating the words offered by industry for
poetry, Williams reveals the constructed, rather than the organic, quality of these
words, and thereby defamiliarizes Whitman’s origin myth for free verse.
Joel Duncan is completing his dissertation, “The Song in the Machine: Organic Forms of
American Poetry,” at the University of Notre Dame in the U.S. His article, “Ron Silliman’s
Ketjak Beyond Programmatism” is forthcoming in Textual Practice. Joel was born in
Sweden and holds degrees from the University of Sussex.

Siranush Dvoyan, “Representing the History” (A:3)
After the Bolshevik revolution in 1920-1924, politics has faced with the imperative
to redefine itself institutionally. The ideas of the proletarian and socialist ways of
life became a public agenda in the 1920s. In this situation the avant-garde art
projects were forced to question the autonomy of art. This paper discusses avant-
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garde understandings of the proletarian character in Soviet-Armenian poetry
(Yeghishe Charents), taking into consideration this crucial moment. The SovietArmenian avant-garde poets were trying to get rid of the nationalistic-romantic
vision coming from the 19th century characterized by an idea of the artist
committed to the salvation of his colonized nation. But these inheritors of new
ideas were themselves the bearers of the same romantic tradition. The national
history and the artist intertwined with each other so organically that the struggle
against the bourgeois way of thinking could be understood as a fight against their
own identity. The desire to escape this ambiguity led them to attempt to eradicate
and to obliterate the memories identified with the past. Such a radical rejection of
the past caused fear to lose the “native” and the “local” and in its turn gave rise to
a new wave of romantic sorrow and indecision. The “proletarian” character that
emerged from this controversial state of mind was naked, powerless, empty, vague
and alienated.
Siranush Dvoyan is a literary critic and a lecturer of Comparative Literature at Yerevan
State University and at the American University of Armenia. Since 2011 she is the coeditor of www.arteria.am, a platform for cultural criticism. Her research interests include
revolutionary articulations and new diasporic experiences in literature.

Gabriela Dăianu, “Double Autonomy: Theories of the Canon as
Canons” (C:7)
In this paper we shall approach the double autonomy that results from providing
theories of the canon that eventually turn into canons themselves. Ever since the
“canon wars,” seeking autonomy can be acknowledged from a double perspective:
on one hand, as an aim effectively attained by the means of canonicity per se and,
on the other hand, as a result of critically rethinking and analyzing the ways in
which the canon exists, functions and establishes its own supports within the
literary field. Thus, the canon has become an autonomous “world poem” telling
about mutations, shifts of power, adherents and detractors, built up as a multilayered autonomy assemblage.
Maria-Gabriela Dăianu is a PhD Student at the Faculty of Letters, University of
Bucharest.
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Joshua Edelman, “The Problem of Theatrical Autonomy” (C:5)
Theatre has a more difficult time asserting a claim to autonomy than most other
art forms. And yet, an explicit or implicit claim to autonomy is essential for theatre
to function aesthetically, socially and even morally, as Schiller argued, and these
claims have been recognized in both philosophy and law for centuries.
Building on Bourdieu’s field theory and the value sociology of Boltanski,
Thevenot, and Chiappelo, as well as the so-called ‘Groningen school’ of art
sociology (see e.g. Van Maanen, How to Study Art Worlds, 2009), I will explore the
ways in which theatre can and has asserted a claim to autonomy. I take a claim to
autonomy to assert not a lack of a relationship between a certain field and others,
but a certain sort of relationship between them. As these relationships are the
subject of constant negotiation, they are a contested site. For this reason, I find it
more useful to treat autonomy not as a property of an art work or field, but as a
claim that can be made (and contested) by anyone with an interest in the field. A
description of the broad social utility of claims to autonomy does not only offer
greater clarity to the concept of autonomy, it is a remarkably thorough means of
describing theatre’s place within society as well.
Joshua Edelman is senior lecturer in drama at Manchester Metropolitan University. He
is a member of the Project on European Theatre Systems and is a founding co-convener
of Performance and Religion Working Group of the International Federation for Theatre
Research. He is the co-editor of Performing Religion in Public (Palgrave, 2013), and his
articles have appeared in journals including Performance Research, Amfiteater, Nordic
Theatre Studies, Ecumenica and Liturgy.

Bo G. Ekelund, “Time, Space and Recognitions of Autonomy:
Gaddis, Puzo, Dick” (C:4)
Autonomy in literature is directly related to value formation and the power of
individuals, groups or institutions to affect value formation to avoid two scenarios:
the principles determining the value of the work should not coincide with the
regular process by which value (exchange value) is determined in the market (the
economic field); nor should it be determined by the state (the field of power). In
the long run, barring real social change, all products become subject to the market
and the state. From that perspective, the cases of so called “autonomous
producers” are cases in which that subordination is delayed.
Analyzing data concerning all the US writers of literary fiction who published
their first novel in 1955, this presentation asks how the empirical data can be used
to address the degree of autonomy of these producers, especially with regard to
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the subsequent reproduction of their work. Of 175 fiction writers who were first
published in 1955, only three are still regularly taught: William Gaddis, Mario Puzo
and Philip K. Dick. Is this because or despite of any autonomy they may have
shared? The answer involves considering the way that Adorno and Bourdieu
theorize time.
Bo G. Ekelund is a lecturer in English at the Department of English, Stockholm
University. His research has focused on the social conditions of access to expressive
practices and the spaces in which such practices are given recognition.

Heather Fielding, “‘A simple technique that shuns interactivity’:
Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries and Aesthetic Autonomy in
Electronic Literature” (A:2)
Contemporary electronic literature seems to reject any premise of aesthetic
autonomy, with its field-defining investment in reader interaction: the text is
formed through its interaction with its readers, and the reader’s experience
defines the text’s value. In Michael Fried’s terms, electronic literature exemplifies
postmodern theatricality and contrasts with modernist works, which tend to reject
the viewing or reading experience as a part of the work. This presentation focuses
on the work of Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries, whose electronic texts cast into
question this literary history, in which electronic literature is aligned with
theatrical postmodernism and opposed to an anti-interactive modernism that
promotes autonomy. YHCHI’s Flash-based works scroll or flash across the screen
at their own too-fast or too-slow pace, which the reader cannot control. I argue that
YHCHI exploit the potential of the electronic medium in the interest of autonomy,
by “automating” the unfolding of a text at a preset pace; such a text does not need
a reader’s experience, much less his or her interaction. What results is an
electronic form of autonomy, one that reaches back to modernism’s anti-theatrical,
anti-interactive theories for inspiration.
Heather Fielding is an associate professor of English and director of the Honors
Program at Purdue University Northwest in Indiana, USA. Her work on modern and
contemporary British literature has appeared in MLQ, Studies in the Novel, Modern Fiction
Studies, and Journal of Modern Literature. She has recently completed a book manuscript,
Machine Reading: Novel Theory and Technology in Modernist Britain.
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Anna Forné, “Artistic Autonomy and Revolution: Notes on the
Testimonial Genre and the Literary Prize of Casa de las Américas
(1970-1976)” (C:7)
The purpose of this paper is to partially reconstruct the debates on the
relationship between poetics and politics carried out by Latin American
intellectuals, artists and writers in relation to the establishment of the genre of
“testimony” among the literary categories awarded by the Casa de las Américas in
its prestigious annual literary prize. The discussions on poetics and politics will be
read in comparison with the minutes of the literary prize jury meetings in order to
see in what ways the relationship between artistic autonomy and revolution are
conceptualized.
Anna Forné is an Associate Professor in Spanish American Literature at the Department
of Languages and Literatures at the University of Gothenburg. Her current research,
financed by The Swedish Foundation for Humanities and Social Sciences, is on The Politics
of Poetics: The Testimonial Genre and the Literary Prize of Casa de las Américas (19702011).

Hans Färnlöf, “Clash of the Corsicans – Presumed Autonomy in
Mateo Falcone by Prosper Mérimée” (C:3)
In my paper, I will try to clarify different types of (mostly presumed) autonomy, on
a textual, fictional and communicational level in Mateo Falcone, the story of a
Corsican father who shoots his own son after the latter, in exchange for a silver
watch, has betrayed a bandit that he promised to hide. The story relates to
presumed autonomy on several levels. Firstly, the concrete setting displays
specific spaces in which autonomy is (or is not) granted: the house of Mateo
Falcone, an autonomous space in which the tacit contract of local traditions should
overrule the claims of the legal institution; secondly, kinship bonds prompts
Fortunato to count on a presumed autonomy for himself, considering himself
untouchable as he is “the son of Mateo Falcone”; thirdly, the description of an exotic
and savage Corsica creates an image of an autonomous region, governed by its own
rules, outside civilization; fourthly, by means of different devices Mérimée takes
an ironic stand, which detaches him from the story, thus creating an autonomous
work, separated from the author, an interesting position in the late 1820’s with
regard to traditional assumptions concerning the relationship between author and
narrator.
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Hans Färnlöf is Senior Lecturer in French at Stockholm University, Sweden. His research
has focused on French 19th-century literature, mainly the realistic/naturalistic tradition.
His approach combines semiotic analysis with both aesthetic and formal considerations
of the history of literature, questions of representation, generic dimensions and the
construction of narratives.

Nadir NAAR/GADA “The African Worldview in Kateb Yacine’s Le
cadavre encerclé (1954) and Les ancêtres redoublent de férocité
(1959)” (A:4)
The present article revisits Kateb Yacine’s Le cadavre encerclé (1954) and Les
ancêtres redoublent de férocité (1959) from a postcolonial perspective by
suggesting a new direction for a reading, which helps to explain invisible areas in
the two plays. It is a reading, which is based on the theoretical method of the
“Fourth Stage”; which was suggested by Wole Soyinka in his book entitled Myth,
Literature and the African World (1976). By using Soyinka’s dramatic conception,
we aim to show that Kateb Yacine draws inspiration from accounts of his kinsmen
to refine his culture. He expresses his African heritage through creation; his world
view emerges in an elaborate fusion of artistic quality and individuality worth of a
serious study.
Nadia NAAR/GADA is Senior Lecturer in African and Comparative Literature at the
Department of English, Faculty of Letters and Languages, Mouloud Mammeri University
of Tizi Ouzou, Algeria. She is a member of Research Team on Gender, Negotiation, and
Resistance. Her areas of interest are North African Francophone and Sub Saharan
Anglophone Literatures, Postcolonial Studies, African Drama and Theory.
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Antoni Gòrny, “Endless Conundrum: The Black Artist and the
Racial Mountain” (D:2)
The idea of “race” has played a major part in the formation of American culture.
Today, in the wake of the collapse of “racial sciences,” “race” is often thought of in
terms of landmarks such as the Civil Rights movement of the 1960’s or the election
of Barack Obama as President of the US in 2008 – as a fiction of a “racial” past that
has no part in the “post-racial” present. Within this narrative, Black Americans
remain the “wretched of the earth,” the voiceless bodies whose assumed
emancipation validates the promise of American democracy.
For contemporary Black American artists, such as Kara Walker, “race” is thus
a major – if not the major – subject. Walker’s oeuvre combines highbrow forms with
lowbrow content, engaging a tradition of mis-representation of Blackness while
identifying the inherent vacuity of “racial” conceptions of identity. Her works seem
to highlight the ways in which fictions of “race” preclude the possibility of Black
autonomy, identifying the excessive figures of Blackness as the essence of the
universal.
Antoni Górny is a Doctoral student at the University of Warsaw. Recipient of the
Fulbright Junior Advanced Research Award (2012). Translator of works by Slavoj Žižek
(Violence, 2010), Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (The Post-Colonial Critic, 2011, cotranslator), and Terry Eagleton (The Idea of Culture, 2012).

Jennifer Hambleton, “Autonomy and ‘The Workmanship of Risk’”
(C:5)
This paper examines the digitalization and industrialization of theatre production
work in a scenery construction workshop in Canada that participates in a global
industry of theatrical display. The discussion takes into account an understanding
of craft workers’ autonomy as collective rather than individualized in a context in
which experiential knowledge is mediated by digital fabrication tools and the
structural conditions of the work. The communities of craft practices, the skills and
stagecraft learned in theatres that receive arts funding, exist in relation to a
market for theatre display in the United States and elsewhere that is affected by
the fluctuating strength of the Canadian dollar and consumer demand. At this time,
the development of a more industrialized stagecraft that requires different
materials, more flexible skills, and often the inclusion of digital fabrication tools
and open-source software design co-exist alongside more traditional methods of
making and stagecraft.
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Jennifer Hambleton is a PhD Candidate at the University of Western Ontario and is also
a member of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (I.A.T.S.E.) Local
828 union of scenic artist and props builders.

Gül Bilge Han, “Rethinking Aesthetic Autonomy: Wallace Stevens
in the 1930s” (B:7)
The concept of aesthetic autonomy, within the general thrust of contemporary
critical discourse, is often said to rest upon an ideological assertion of art’s
withdrawal from social and historical concerns. In the field of modernist studies,
in particular, the idea of the art object as an autonomous entity, independent of
extraneous pressures, has frequently been derided for perpetuating an elitist and
exclusive view of literature, or regarded as a topic whose time is past (Goldstone
1). This paper proposes a rethinking of autonomy as a socially entrenched and
historically contingent concept by drawing on Wallace Stevens’s Depression-era
poetry and Jacques Rancière’s recent remapping of the relationship between
aesthetic and political functions of art. The paper seeks to illuminate how
Stevens’s poetry of the 1930s offers a socially engaged and participatory position
while simultaneously developing a particular conception of autonomy as a
necessary condition for this engagement. Contrary to commonly received accounts
of modernist autonomy as a false attestation of art’s freedom from worldly
concerns, the claim to autonomy in Stevens’s work gives rise to new nodes of
interaction between his poetry and the unsettling historical circumstances of the
Depression.
Gül Bilge Han is a lecturer at Stockholm University, Department of English. She has
recently completed her doctoral dissertation, which deals with the political implications
of modernist autonomy in Wallace Stevens’s poetry of the 1930s and 1940s. Her current
research interests include modernist poetry, global modernisms, world literature, and
contemporary philosophy (esp. Jacques Rancière and Alain Badiou).

Richard
Hardack,
“The
Antinomies
of
Autonomy:
Transcending/Negating the Individual in U.S. Culture” (B:1)
In this paper, I argue that critical U.S. conceptions of autonomy are antinomian in
being at war with themselves; autonomy becomes a locus not for religious
automachia, but an ontological “self-civil-war” at the center of some U.S.
formulations of subjectivity. First, I contend that Emerson’s theory of self-reliance,
which is commonly misinterpreted as an encomium to the virtues of individualism
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and autonomy, is predicated on a radical lack of autonomy—on the precondition
that individual will must conform to the dictates of Nature. Emerson asserts that
one can retain autonomy only by resisting society, but that one also must
surrender autonomy entirely to nature. Unfortunately, Emerson’s notion of nature
turns out to be compatible with, and even a kind of screen for, the corporation,
which gradually takes over the function of nature in U.S. culture. Emerson’s
relinquishment of autonomy to nature is a reification that can validate the
relinquishment of autonomy to corporate capitalism and culture: in such a system,
we are ultimately not responsible for our acts, because they are preordained by
larger forces. Finally, I argue that the corporate form develops at the expense of
human autonomy, particularly in the context of speech and rights.
Richard Hardack received his doctorate in English and J.D. at the University of
California–Berkeley. His first book, Not Altogether Human”: Pantheism and the Dark
Nature of the American Renaissance, was published in 2012 by the University of
Massachusetts Press, and he is completing his current book, New and Improved: The ZeroSum Game of Corporate Personhood.

John Owen Havard, “The Importance of Being Cynical” (A:4)
Cynicism has a bad reputation. Rather than sealing off the political subject or
aesthetic contemplation, locating them within an unassailable remove, however,
this paper proposes that cynicism describes an antagonistic, unsettled
relationship with the social and political world. Revisiting the cynical stance with
a view to what its autonomy uniquely enables, this paper emphasizes the
importance of being cynical, taking as its central case studies the nineteenthcentury political essayist and art critic William Hazlitt and Oscar Wilde. As David
Bromwich has noted, “disinterestedness” for Hazlitt was not a matter of
overcoming personal interest—to become uninterested or detached—but instead
a question of being “open to an unpredictable plurality” of interests. In his recent
William Hazlitt: Political Essayist, Kevin Gilmartin has similarly proposed that for
Hazlitt “a disinterested critical position became equally a matter of despising
arguments offered by writers on the same side,” creating the “serially antagonistic”
strain apparent throughout his writing. In asking how Hazlitt’s critical method
called the premise of what Gilmartin terms the “autonomous political subject” into
question, the paper will go on to examine how Wilde reanimated the autonomy of
art by way of his drawing room cynics, whose agitated proximity to the social
world, whose hypocrisies they so ruthlessly skewer, problematizes their
identification with a self-enclosed, aestheticized remove.
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John Owen Havard is Assistant Professor of the Long Eighteenth Century in the
Department of English at Binghamton University, at the State University of New York. He
is presently completing a book entitled Disaffected Parties: Partisanship, Political
Estrangement, and English Literature and is the author of articles including “Arbitrary
Government: Tristram Shandy and the Crisis of Whig History” (ELH, 2014) and “Byron
the Cynic.”

Stefan Helgesson, “Literature and the Question of Postcolonial
Autonomy” (C:1)
Why is it that critics and writers from the global South have so often defended
literature as something separate from political discourse? And why is it that
contemporary academic criticism so often ignores this and chooses instead to
recode literature from the global South in political terms?
In both instances, autonomy looms large – not as a fixed entity, but as a bone
of contention and a redemptive aspiration. The motif of humanity’s emergence into
the realm of freedom is, as Dipesh Chakrabarty has pointed out, hard-wired into
historical accounts of modernity. Literature, rather being opposed to the res
publica, could therefore be understood as properly belonging to the overarching
question of human freedom. This enables a considered response to the questions
above: neither an absolute value nor mere false consciousness, literary autonomy
can only be accounted for in relation to the historically mutable dialectic of
dependence and independence.
As will be demonstrated in a reading of the Brazilian critic Antonio Candido
and the South African Njabulo Ndebele, the cultivation of local literatures in the
postcolonial world effect thereby an expansion of formal, linguistic and expressive
possibilities. In this respect, and most pointedly as literature, local literatures have
the potential to provide a critical alternative to degraded political discourse.
Stefan Helgesson is professor of English at Stockholm University. His research interests
include southern African literature, Brazilian literature, postcolonial theory, translation
theory and theories of world literature. He is the author of Transnationalism in Southern
African Literature (2009) and is co-editor (with Pieter Vermeulen) of Institutions of World
Literature: Writing, Translation, Markets (2015).
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Matthew Holman, “Manhattan’s Apatrides: The Limits of
Autonomy in New York School Seascapes” (A:7)
In an April 1965 article for ARTnews, poet and critic John Ashbery wrote that the
American painter Joan Mitchell, then living in Paris, was ‘not an expatriate, but an
apatride.’ This repositioning of the expatriate experience as one of statelessness
poses problems for the autonomy of any aspirant ‘world citizen’, and necessarily
calls into question the legitimacy or coherence of ‘national schools’ of art and
practice once one breaches territorial (as well as aesthetic) boundaries. This paper
will address the excitement and anxieties of being an apatride, of being ‘lost at sea’,
in the seascape works of the postwar American avant-garde. By embodying what
James Clifford describes as a cosmopolitan ‘travelling culture’ (1997), their
rejection of any clearly defined appeal of home (or indeed the provincial) is not
unequivocally valorised or privileged, but is the tension which animates their
sense of identity to place as the early processes of globalisation simultaneously
rupture and reinforce national borders. The paper will find particular theoretical
help in a neoclassical vocabulary and be structured around two interrelated
tropes: nostos (the Homeric theme of the testing ‘homecoming’ from sea) and
pentimento (translated as ‘in repentance’ and pertaining to a formal alteration in
a painting).
Matthew Holman is a PhD candidate at University College London, where he studies
under a full Arts & Humanities Research Council Studentship, and is supervised by Prof.
Mark Ford. His research primarily focuses on American poet and curator Frank O'Hara
(and the New York School poets and painters more widely) and his relationship to the
global, transnational, and cosmopolitan—with a particular focus on his curatorial work
in Europe for the Museum of Modern Art.

Quirijn Lennert van den Hoogen, “Theatrical Autonomy in Dutch
Subsidy Allocations” (C:5)
Theatrical autonomy, as theorized in the paper presented by Joshua Edelman, to a
large extent depends on the organization and funding of theatre systems.
Therefore, I am interested in the ways in which appeals to autonomy influence
political decisions on subsidy to the arts. The economic crisis (in 2008), the neoliberal turn in governments, and the advent of practices related to the world of
private business within public administration (new public management), have
deeply impacted on the attitudes towards public funding of the arts. Though there
are national differences – both in funding levels and budget cuts – the overall trend
seems to be that aesthetic criteria have lost prominence in subsidy allocations in
favour of criteria related to cultural entrepreneurship and the market. Building on
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Bourdieu’s field theory and the value sociology of Boltanski, Thevenot, and
Chiappelo, I have conducted empirical research on the subsidy allocations of the
Dutch Fund for the Performing Arts and the Council for Culture aiming to assess to
what extent theatre—or rather, the decision makers in arm’s length subsidy
bodies—have been able to “resist” or re-interpret the political discourse in such a
way that theatre is (still) able to claim autonomy.
Quirijn Lennert van den Hoogen has worked as an official for cultural policy in the
Netherlands. Currently, he teaches art sociology and arts policy at Groningen University.
His research interests include evaluation of cultural policies, theatre systems, the cultural
policy
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For

more

information

see:

http://www.rug.nl/staff/q.l.van.den.hoogen/

Lloyd Houston, “‘Paring His Fingernails’: Joyce, Autonomy, and
Legal Deposit” (A:5)
While valuable critical work has been undertaken to problematise Joyce’s semiironic self-presentation as a radically autonomous figure ‘paring his fingernails’ in
divine indifference to the economic and intellectual fate of his novels, one facet of
the institutional history of Ulysses has yet to receive scholarly attention: its
accession in the closing months of 1922 into the holdings of the United Kingdom’s
six copyright libraries.
This paper offers an account of when and how these accessions were made,
and what they reveal about the marketing, circulation, and readership of Joyce’s
novel in Britain prior to its availability in a mass-market edition. In particular, it
will examine the role of the 1896 Berne Convention and the 1911 U.K. Copyright
Act in rendering the legal deposit of Ulysses not only possible, but desirable for
Joyce in 1922.
As this paper will demonstrate, the legal deposit history of Ulysses complicates
traditional narratives of British modernism in which avant-garde authors and
publishers struggled heroically to achieve autonomy from the oppressive
mechanisms of a censorious state by presenting a more nuanced image of the
means by which Joyce and others sought to infiltrate (and found themselves
assimilated into) the institutional strongholds of Britain’s dominant cultural
order.
Lloyd Houston has recently completed an M.St. in English Studies (1900-Present) at
Brasenose College, Oxford. His work explores the politicised role of venereal disease in
Irish modernism. His recent publications include a short history of the Bodleian’s
restricted ‘Phi Collection’, and a reception study of Ulysses in Britain’s copyright libraries.
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Syrine Hout, “Whose War is it Anyway? Linguistic Games as
Political Encoding in De Niro’s Game” (C:1)
Postwar Anglophone Lebanese writing cannot be subsumed into linguistic-global
categories like English or Arabic; nor does it fit into a national category like
“Lebanese” or a transnational one like ‘postcolonial’. Because of their educational
background in English and/or in French, many Lebanese diasporic authors, who
left as teenagers during the Lebanese Civil War (1975–1990), produce works in
these “foreign” languages. In adopting yet adapting English, these bi- or trilingual
novelists create a new variety of Englishes, Frenches, and Arabics that positions
and

twists

languages

for

both

their

communicative

purposes

and

aesthetic/political projects.
I contend that Arabic deterritorializes English in Lebanese Canadian Rawi
Hage’s De Niro’s Game (2006). By focusing on code-switching, I read this novel as
presenting a challenge to both nationalist and postcolonial lenses and thus a
critique of international war-mongering, racism, and sectarianism both within and
across national boundaries. This is achieved via an “inner translation” available to
the multilingual “inside reader” fluent in (Lebanese) Arabic and versant in its
cultural connotations. I argue that the novel, paradoxically, by not leaving a single
Arabic word untranslated in a glossary – a paratext exuding a presumed “authority” – lulls, if not misleads, the monocultural Western reader into a false sense of
security, while it celebrates its cultural distinctiveness.
Syrine Hout is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the American
University of Beirut. Publications include Post-War Anglophone Lebanese Fiction: Home
Matters in the Diaspora (Edinburgh University Press, 2012), Viewing Europe from the
Outside (Peter Lang, 1997), and numerous book chapters and international journal
articles.

Elsa Högberg, “Animism and Telepathy in the Work of Katherine
Mansfield” (A:5)
Katherine Mansfield’s mature work has often been read via Bergson’s idea of the
artist’s ‘sympathetic identification’ with objects, which presumes the radical
heteronomy of art. However, such identification also produces an effect of the
uncanny in her writing. For Freud, artists hold a primitive belief in ‘the
omnipotence of thought’ – that ‘they can alter the external world by mere thinking’
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– and Mansfield’s exploration of animism and telepathy in particular affirms the
formalist notion that art creates rather than imitates life. In this paper, I argue that
Mansfield’s engagement with animism and telepathy goes far beyond Freud’s
theorisation of these phenomena as regressive and narcissistic. Drawing on
contemporary theories of affect and animism, I propose that the uncanny affective
transmission between writer, text and reader is a key strategy in Mansfield’s sociopolitical commentary. With particular focus on the politics of hunger and food in
her 1919 story ‘A Suburban Fairy Tale’ – Mansfield’s outraged response to the postwar famine in Germany, and the British indifference to this crisis – I explore her
use of animism and telepathy as an effective way of addressing social and political
injustice. Mansfield’s work, then, illuminates how artistic autonomy remains
crucial to the socio-political force of modernist writing.
Elsa Högberg is a postdoctoral fellow at Uppsala University and the University of
Glasgow. She is currently completing a monograph on intimacy, ethics and aesthetics in
texts by Virginia Woolf and contemporary theorists of ethics and subjectivity. She has
published articles on Woolf’s inter-war writing and recent works by Judith Butler, Julia
Kristeva and Arundhati Roy, amongst others.

Hans-Roland Johnsson, “Zola and the Quest for Autonomy in the
Light of the Production of Commodities and Services in an
Expanding Market-oriented Economy” (C:3)
The Industrial Revolution created conflicts between wealth acquired in the
traditional agricultural market and in the new industrial market, as well as
between aristocratic and bourgeois value systems. Direct or indirect
confrontations between the new and old economic order are common themes in
19th-century literature and more than any other writer Émile Zola described how
new market conditions created new patterns of life and how the consumers’
desires were expressed and realized. Ambitions to change one’s social and
financial standing in the capitalist market – seen both from the supply side (the
individual as producer) and the demand side (the individual as consumer) – are
Zola’s main objects of investigation, and for this reason the question of individual
autonomy in an open and expanding market-oriented economy is central to him.
His many novels, taken together, constitute a catalogue of market descriptions.
Attempts to be autonomous in various markets have social consequences but are
in fact triggered by economic realities. Zola’s study is not neutral but mirrors 19thcentury economic practice and thinking. Therefore, an analysis of autonomy in
Zola’s work in the light of older economic theory and new literary theory is a
profitable entrance to his authorship.
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Hans-Roland Johnsson is an economist (Stockholm School of Economics) and has
worked as a researcher at the Institute of Economic Research (Stockholm). He has a Ph.D.
in French and his current research (Ragnar Söderberg Foundation) is entitled Les
Femmes écrivants au tournant du siècle - Leur contributions à l'esthétique littéraire de la
Belle Époque.

Amanda Jordan, “Towards Autonomous Listening: Examining
Figures at Black Mountain College” (D:6)
During its years of operation, Black Mountain College was home to many radical
thinkers and avant-garde artists. For thinking about autonomous listening
practices, three figures in particular are of interest here – Buckminster Fuller,
Robert Creeley, and John Cage. To conceive of listening as metaphor, these figures
are integral. With this, this essay focuses on a reinvented notion of autonomy, as
delineated by Brian Massumi. Thinking of autonomy in such a way allows the
question of presumed autonomy, especially with regard to listening as metaphor
but not excluding literal listening, to be an even more provocative one. While
Buckminster Fuller’s thought serves largely as metaphorical provocation, Robert
Creeley and John Cage become figures for both content and concept. Listening
practices provoked by the thinkers and avant-garde artists from Black Mountain
College are departure points and roadmaps for a conversation regarding
autonomous listening. Albeit bound by metaphor, attention to listening as a
practice can loosen metaphorical bounds by begetting nuanced connections that
gesture towards autonomy. They provoke autonomy.
Amanda Jordan is s PhD student in Comparative Studies of Literature and Culture at the
University of Southern California, Amanda is cultivating a trajectory that is critical and
creative. Being interested in the inter-play between text and image, and text as image,
she hopes to further questions of critical theory and creative practice.

Natalya Khokholova, “The Artist's Autonomy: Ample Women vs.
Rigid Men in Eisenstein's Alexander Nevsky (1938)” (D:5)
This paper sheds light on the representation of women in Sergei Eisenstein’s
historical epic film Alexander Nevsky (1938) as autonomous bodies, within the
framework of his aesthetics of plasmaticness and the imposed Socialist Realist
canonical themes of heroism and self-sacrifice. Alexander Nevsky, Sergei
Eisenstein’s Stalin Prize winning film, provides a restricted, but a visually
liberating remarkable presence of women. Olga and Vasilisa, the two main female
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characters, conform to the socialist realist agenda, but also remain true to the
artist’s own independent aesthetic preference for formalism, subjugating the
spectator to the dominance of art and its method. The consideration of the
formalist approach “thinking in images” and the close-reading of women as
plasmatic bodies uncover incongruities in the seemingly exemplary film of the
Stalin era. This calls for a reading against the canons of visual objectification
established by Laura Mulvey and along the atavistic presence of the authorial
resistance within the terms of Bakhtinian carnival tradition.
Dr. Natalya Khokholova is Associate Professor of Russian Cultural Studies at American
University in Central Asia (General Education Department), has recently finished her
dissertation Imagined Wealth and the Real Misfortune on the digressive interplay of
money and gossip in the 19th century Russian prose. Natalya is currently working on a
research project devoted to the perception of the concept “Russia’s Orient” within the
modern Central-Asian intellectual discourse.

Kateřina Kirkosová, “Opening the Gates for Popular Fiction,
Changing the Rules of Literary Game: The Case of Book
Publishers’ Strategies in the Czech Literary Field” (C:2)
In this paper, I focus on the commercialization of the contemporary book business,
as exemplified by routine strategies and praxis of Czech book publishers. The
changing balance between popular and literary fiction is a world-wide
phenomenon, interconnected with the smooth inclusion of the literary field into
wider structures of culture industries. The rise of popular fiction manifests itself
both in the patterns of material production of books and in the prevalent
discourses on literature and reading. Taking book publishers to be the key
intermediaries in the literary field, I investigate how this changed logic of the book
business influences their positions and strategies (i.e. whether the traditional
model of publisher as wise literary guide is still viable or not and in what aspects)
and how book publishers themselves contribute to the commercialization of the
book business (i.e. whether they intentionally adjust their editorial plans and
programs to actual moods of the mainstream reading public or not and how they
justify these moves). Summing up the observations, I try to suggest whether the
described changes imply some transposition and redefinition of the literary field
autonomy, or whether they rather point to its gradual disenchantment and
dissolution among other cultural arenas.
Kateřina Kirkosová is a PhD candidate and tutor at the Department of Media Studies
and Journalism, Faculty of Social Sciences, Masaryk University. Her research interests
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include sociology of literature, discourse studies and media studies. In her PhD thesis she
deals with the experiential and discourse structure of contemporary Czech publishing
field.

Angela Kölling, “Small World Ethnography: Translators at
International Book Fairs” (C:2)
Based on participant-observer fieldwork at the Frankfurt, Leipzig and Gothenburg
Book Fairs and interviews with translators, this paper describes the role of
international book fairs in the literary translation industry and analyses how, by
entering and navigating particularistic linkages, translators define and reassert
the economic, social and symbolic values that constitute the overall field of
translation. In this paper I invoke the notion of the so-called “small-world”
phenomenon – related to the idea that everyone is connected to everyone else
through only six degrees of separation – as both an emic category of my fieldwork
and as a metaphor for the sharing of a small number of assumptions about the
relationship between autonomy and social ties being formed. I offer the smallworld phenomenon as an entry point to the study of book fairs as unsettled fields
of power (Bourdieu/Steinmetz): 1) as a research structure with two frameworks
(diffusion and targeted) cutting across three dimensions (social processes, social
structure, psychological) which helps organize the review of empirical results; 2)
as a way to reflect upon the status of autonomous research in the creative
industries.
Angela Kölling is a Postdoc fellow at the Centre for European Research/Department of
Languages and Literatures at Gothenburg University. Her research has focused on issues
of power at the crossroads of literature and society (creative nonfiction, translation,
ethnography). Mixing flavors from Northern Europe and the islands of the South-Pacific
enriches her every-day academic life.

Madalena Lobo Antunes, “Autonomy by Defacement: Fernando
Pessoa’s Authorial Escape” (A:3)
Fernando Pessoa is an author who defies generic notions of authorial
identification. By creating multiple fictional voices, heteronyms that wrote poetry
and prose identifying themselves as authors, Pessoa distracted the exegesis
creating a textual world of distorted fictionality. Recently, however, we have
overcome our own tendency to fall for his mischievous tricks and readily identify
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his unfinished oeuvre as the work of a single, biographically determined, writer. Be
this as it may, the fact that such an oeuvre exists and that its author managed to
escape clear identification (Pessoa placed himself instead as a mere character in
his own dramatic ensemble) proves that our conceptual tools can be insufficient in
dealing with authorial defacement. This paper will analyse how Fernando Pessoa
created an autonomous space for his own writing by evading authorial
identification and how his texts demonstrate how it may be beneficial for criticism
to postpone the death of the author. The posthumous identification of Fernando
Pessoa as Portuguese national poet has made the exegesis reconsider the
misleading path of identifying his fictional authors as autonomous authors.
Madalena Lobo Antunes is PhD candidate at the Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e
Humanas of the Universidade Nova de Lisboa. She is a member of the "Estranging Pessoa:
an inquiry into the heteronymic claims" research project. Her PhD dissertation discusses
consciousness in Fernando Pessoa’s Book of Disquiet.

Ragnhild Lome, “Traffic Jam – Is a Driver Autonomous or
Heteronomous?” (D:7)
Katherine Hayles argues in her analysis of David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest,
“Illusions of autonomy” (2009), that it is catastrophic to hold on to a concept of
autonomy in “a world densely interconnected with interlocking complex systems”.
Autonomy as a concept has served and still serves an important political and
existential role. Instead of throwing the concept over board just yet, I’ll try to take
Hayles’ argument seriously while at the same time searching for ways to save the
concept, by asking how autonomy is negotiated in two novels about traffic, Nils
Leijer’s Bilburen (1963) and James Ballard’s Crash (1973). What is the relation
between cars, infrastructure, and the human driver in these literary works?
The theme “traffic” is chosen carefully. Traffic increased in the 1950s and 1960s,
changing the conditions of human life. Later, in the 1990s, traffic was to become a
metaphorical fundament for the imagination of the digital. Since these novels are
written in a period when the digital was still in the making, I hope to shed some
light on the historical conditions of the conception of autonomy in the information
age.
Ragnild Lome is a PhD-student at Linköping University, where she works on a project
on imaginations of human agency in novels by Nathalie Sarraute, Inger Christensen, Nils
Leijer and Herbert Franke (among others) from the 1960s, supervised by Anna Cullhed
and Jesper Olsson.
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Marina Ludwigs, "Alienable Parts: Narratives of Surrogacy and
Donorship” (D:1)
In my presentation, I will use narrative theory to analyze some exemplary
narratives of assisted reproduction participants: surrogate mothers, gestational
carriers, egg and sperm donors, donor children, adoptive parents, and journalists,
who write about the issue. I am interested in contrasting the contesting narratives
of the different classes of participants that occupy adversarial positions. Among
these are strategies of detachment that the reproductive industry uses in order to
estrange the surrogates from the babies they carry superimposed against the
“naturalizing” narratives of non-biological families, and both of these clashing with
the traumatic narratives of donor children. What interests me, among other things,
is the way these narratives are grounded in the body. I will consider this question
from the perspective of recent discourses of affective and corporeal narratology,
on the one hand, and the philosophical discourse of genetic explanation and its
physical embeddedness, on the other. My aim, in bring these theories together, is
to attempt to construct a narratological account of the “return of the referent.”
Marina Ludwigs is a Senior Lecturer of English Literature at Stockholm University. She
is currently working on a book on eventfulness, which brings together affect theory and
literary anthropology in order to theorize the meaning of events in narratology.

Jonas Lundblad, “Aesthetic complexity as Ideal of Tolerance: The
Ethical Background of Autonomy in Early German Romanticism”
(B:4)
During at least half a century, aesthetic modernism and autonomy have
perfunctory been dismissed as symbols of detached subjectivity and as forgetful of
social concerns. This paper does, as a contrast, outline the social agenda behind
the call for art’s autonomy in the Early Romantic writings of Friedrich Schlegel and
Friedrich Schleiermacher. It suggests that their ethical reflection on the social
differentiation in modernity is the prime backdrop of their aesthetic theories. The
autonomy of art is here certainly not vindicated for merely regional aesthetic
reasons but rather represents a cornerstone in an ethos of tolerance. I will discuss
how artistic complexity becomes emblematic of the perceived need to realize a
tolerant inclusion of diversity – without a corresponding exclusion of individuality
into a common public sphere of communication.
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Jonas Lundblad is currently pursuing artistic research in music at Uppsala university.
He has carried out extensive studies on Early German Romanticism in association with
theological doctoral research (Lund/Berlin) and continues to do interdisciplinary work
on music and philosophy throughout modernity.

Paul Maslov Karlsson, “The Auratic Autonomy of the Work of Art
between Dissolution and Reinterpretation in Benjamin and
Gadamer” (B:6)
The paper seeks to articulate the critico-hermeneutical function of the autonomy
of the artwork in Hans-Georg Gadamer’s work-ontology, by contrasting it with
Walter Benjamin’s apparently opposed thesis of the fading of auratic autonomy in
the age of technical reproduction. In relation to Benjamin’s arguments for the
replacement of the conceptuality of auratic autonomy with new concepts able to
defend art against fascist abuse, and liberate a slumbering democratic and socialist
potentiality in the modern means of mass-production and reproduction, my
purpose is to show that Gadamer offers another, critical reworking of the
autonomy of the artwork, offering another, critico-hermeneutical, vantage point.
Both Benjamin and Gadamer seek, albeit by different means, to demystify the
artistic process, and the romantic conceptuality of creative and receptive genius,
authenticity, and secrecy. But on Gadamer’s account, the “auratic” presence of the
artwork makes it able to elevate a claim to truth over and against the webb of
external instrumental purposes in which modern man is caught up, evoking a
memory of a “beautiful” life – in the Greek sense of kalos – not pursued merely as a
means for external purposes, but for its own sake, shedding critical light on the
modern fetichism of the technological.
Paul Maslov Karlsson is currently doing his last year as a doctoral student in aesthetics
at the philosophy Department of Uppsala University, working on a dissertation with the
work title Mimetic Truth – A Study in Hans-Georg Gadamer’s Hermeneutical Aesthetics,
with Jean Grondin as expert supervisor, to appear in December 2016.

John Melillo, “Noise as Autonomy: Florian Hecker and Peter
Ablinger” (D:6)
Noise—as figured by sound artists Florian Hecker and Peter Ablinger—allows us
to hear how autonomy might remain a viable presumption for aesthetic and
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cultural resistance. I define noise as a trace of listening: acoustic information that
remains simultaneously present to and absent from attention. Michel Serres
argues that noise “cannot be a phenomenon” because “every phenomenon is
separated from it” (Genesis), and yet noise also remains a tangible index within
temporal continuity, what Lisa Robertson calls “the historicity of non-meaning”
(Nilling). As mundane static, then, noise remains simultaneously outside and
inside of systems of sound-shaping and meaning-making. Ablinger’s Cityopera:
Graz (2000-05) and Hecker’s recent work on the Mego label seek out acoustic
information not gridded or organized by typical musical or linguistic listening
practices and expectations. I argue, however, that their work does not value a
reversal that would simply negate for negation’s sake but rather redistributes
sensory information in such a way that the listener remains confused and yet
curious, caught in a kind of blank listening. Their work, then, figures (via indexical
abstraction and metonymic slippage) that which “cannot be a phenomenon.” They
imagine—and invite us to hear—the autonomy of noise.
John Melillo is an assistant professor in the English Department at the University of
Arizona. His book project, Outside In: Noisescapes from Dada to Punk, examines the
influence and figuration of noise in poetry, poetics, music, and sound art during the
twentieth century. John performs noise/music as Algae & Tentacles.

David Murrieta Flores, “Autonomy Against the State: The Avantgarde Collectivity of Black Mask and S.NOB (1962-1970)” (A:6)
During the 1960s many artists that had adopted positions from earlier avantgardes were attempting to produce revolutionary movements through political
conceptions developed mainly in art practice. Two collectives in particular, Black
Mask (later Up Against the Wall Motherfucker) and S.NOB, dealt with their
corresponding nation-states (the U.S. and Mexico, respectively) as cultural entities
against which new discourses could be made, achieving two very different kinds of
autonomy as a result. Covering the period of 1962-1970, this paper aims to analyse
both groups’ relationships to the nation and the ways in which they fused
aesthetics and politics in order to organize small-scale alternative social entities.
In the idea of mass appeal, employed through the magazine format, which parts
from multi-disciplinary collaborative work, these two collectives found a base
upon which new, opposing social bonds could be set in motion.
David Murrieta Flores is an Art History & Theory PhD candidate at the University of
Essex, working on the thesis entitled Situationist Margins: Situationist Times, Black Mask,
King Mob, and S.NOB (1962-1972), under the supervision of Professor Dawn Ades. He
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studied History in the National Autonomous University of Mexico and holds an MA
degree in Art History from the University of Essex.

Jerry Määttä, “Literary Prizes and the Commercialisation of
Literary Fiction: The Case of the Swedish August Prize” (C:7)
Ever since its inception in 1989 by the Swedish Publishers’ Association, the main
function of the August Prize, Sweden’s most important literary prize besides the
Nobel Prize in Literature, has been to increase the prestige and publicity granted
to contemporary Swedish literature, but also to market Swedish literary fiction as
a commodity just in time for Christmas shopping. Even though the intention has
always been to publicise all nominated titles in all categories, the winner of the
category for adult fiction is by far the most important commercially,
journalistically, and prestige-wise.
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief survey of the many economic and
symbolic functions of the August Prize for adult fiction, but also, through an
examination of all the winning titles since 1989 when it comes to author, gender,
publisher, and not least genre and common themes, to discuss what kinds of
literary fiction have been promoted through the ascension of a literary prize
instituted by an actor in the field of cultural production with, arguably, stronger
economic than cultural interests. The paper builds on, but also develops, theories
and models by Pierre Bourdieu, James F. English, Richard Todd, and Claire Squires.
Jerry Määttä, Ph.D. is a lecturer at the Department of Literature, Uppsala University.
Since his dissertation on the marketing and reception of science fiction in Sweden in the
1950s and 1960s, he has mostly published on literary prizes and awards, and British and
American post-apocalyptic narratives in film and literature.

Charlotta Palmstierna Einarsson, “Modernism and Kinaesthesia:
Reconfigurations of the Sensing Body” (D:6)
This paper discusses the reconfigurations of the sensing body implicit in the
development of new artistic techniques in the late 19th and early 20th century to
suggest that the emphasis on the body as the locus of sensation, feeling and
meaning-making in Modernist technical innovations, is more a concern with what
art does and less with what art is, projecting the significance of modernist
methodological experimentation far beyond what is typically conceived as the
modernist struggle with defining its own ‘artfulness’ or ‘autonomy’. The tacit
kinaesthetic dimension of experience as a touchstone for measuring artistic
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quality is an important, yet until fairly recently, largely neglected part of
Modernism’s methodological concern with the formal aspects of the work of art
(Armstrong 1998; Albright 2015; Veder 2015; Brain 2015). At the heart of this
revaluation of modernism is the modernist construction of the sensing body and
its capacity to respond to, and participate in, the temporal, spatial and rhythmical
dimensions of experience that open up in artistic presentations. No longer a
phenomenon for distanced contemplation, modernist art engages the whole
sensorium of the body in order to elicit physical as well as emotional responses
from the audience.
Charlotta Palmstierna Einarsson is a postdoctoral fellow with the Department of
English at Stockholm University. Her work-in-progress project "Modernism and
Kinaesthesia: Sensing the Body in the Arts", traces modernism’s concern with
kinaesthetic experience and seeks to contribute to the re-evaluation of the body in
‘Modernist Studies’.

Melissa Parrish, “Accumulative Poetics for the Ends of Nature
and History” (D:7)
In this paper, I argue that object-oriented ontology’s focus on nonhuman material
assemblages and autonomies serves a re-orienting purpose rather than an explicit
turn away from personhood and its historical responsibilities. Specifically, I
consider how Myung Mi Kim’s book-length poem Commons (2002) takes on
silenced historical subjects through an unusual detachment from time, place, and
subject. Fragments of quoted text without citation, alongside equally uprooted
signs of vegetation, sediment, and waste, imagine a past that is at once narratively
foreclosed and materially emergent through their primarily nonhuman presences.
These devices invoke what Timothy Morton has called a “weird transit lounge
outside of history” (4), but they also show how Commons thinks with, rather than
against, forms of ruined human histories of war, ecology, famine, and labor. The
illegible assemblage of fragmented nonhuman and human voices force us to listen
for counterpublics without immediate historical attachments—and yet at the same
time insists upon these alternative imaginings as a necessary precursor for
thinking with the afterlife of widespread, transhistorical ruin. While Commons
engages deeply with object-oriented ontology’s stylistic propensity for
assemblages of recalcitrant objects unmoored from history, its historical and
subjective resistances re-orient possibilities for life in the Anthropocene.
Melissa Parrish is a PhD Candidate in English at Rutgers University, where she is writing
a dissertation about poetry’s negotiation of individual witness and collective belonging
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in response to public emergency. Her written work has appeared in the journal War,
Literature and the Arts, and in a recent teaching volume, Teaching Transatlanticism.

Torleif Persson, “Nabokov’s ‘Unconcern’” (A:6)
One of the foremost champions of aesthetic autonomy in the twentieth century,
Vladimir Nabokov frequently professed his disdain for literature’s “overconcern
with class or race.” Most Nabokov criticism has, as a result, treated his novels as
self-contained aesthetic “riddles.” This paper, by contrast, considers Lolita through
the narrative formalization of “unconcern.” With Humbert as his avatar, Nabokov
renders the pervasive presence of racial and ethnic policing in postwar America as
a space of narrative irresolution. In the moments that touch on racism, in
particular, the reader is not sure where to place him or herself. One the one hand,
we occupy the usual position of looking at Humbert from the outside—the position,
that is, that readers are compelled to strenuously maintain vis-à-vis the novel’s
engagement with pedophilia. On the other, we are also on the inside, looking with
Humbert at the discourses and aesthetic forms that make up the dominant
culture’s relationship to the legacy of its slave past. In Lolita, autonomy—figured
primarily through Humbert’s desire for literary “immortality”—is therefore at
once a condition and a conduit for thinking about the racial inflections of
contemporary forms of sociality.
Torleif Persson is a PhD candidate in the English Department at Rutgers University. His
dissertation focuses on the concept of the contemporary as both a theoretical object and
a lens through which to consider American fiction and culture since 1945. He has an
article forthcoming in Studies in the Novel.

Christophe Premat, “Autonomy, Democracy
Creativity: The Case of Castoriadis’ Work” (C:6)

and

Social

Cornelius Castoriadis is well-known for his manifesto against bureaucratic
societies, published by the radical left group Socialisme ou Barbarie in 1948. He
developed a trenchant critique of bureaucratic societies in the Cold War. According
to him, the western bureaucracies were fragmented, as these societies still had
fundamental values, whereas bureaucracies adopted a total form in the East.
Socialisme ou Barbarie was marginal and disappeared just before the events of May
1968. While Castoriadis sought to define his theory of autonomy in a philosophical
way, he also proposed a new aesthetics based on the idea of creativity. What are
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the characteristics of this social creativity according to Castoriadis? My hypothesis
is that the last work of Castoriadis proposed the outlines of an aesthetics of
autonomy. I will examine the corpus of references that Castoriadis used to qualify
this creative force specific to autonomous societies.

Christophe Premat is associate lecturer in French with a specialization in cultural
studies in the Department of Romance studies and Classics at Stockholm University. His
research focuses on the use of symbols and myths in French-speaking societies.

Irina Rasmussen Goloubeva, “‘Cutting in Hard Substance’:
Modernism as Theory in Practice” (A:7)
This paper discusses intersections between two avant-garde movements—
Imagism and Acmeism—and explores the social valences of hard poetics these two
European poetic movements of the early teens advocated. Identifying the
connections between Poundian Anglo-American Imagism and Russian Acmeism,
this paper opens up a discussion about how the concept of hard aesthetics travelled
geographically and institutionally and intersected with ethnographic discourses
on primitive and folk cultures.
Irina Rasmussen Goloubeva is an Assistant Professor at the Department of English,
Stockholm University. As a modernist specializing in aesthetics, dialectical materialism,
and socio-political criticism, her research includes English-language literature, modern
world literatures from the 19th century to the first half of the 20th century, particularly
Russian modernism. Her articles and reviews appeared in James Joyce Broadsheet, James
Joyce Quarterly, and in Modernism/modernity.

Gale Richardson, “Monologic Capital and the Heteroglossia of the
Carnivalesque” (B:7)
In today’s technological world of capitalistic manipulation of artists and designers,
money drives the creation of addictive fetishes. Through Marxian and
Baudrillardian lenses, this paper examines the political analysis of capital
encompassing art. I assert that in analyzing the literary characteristics of the
carnivalesque, artists will cognize that even though present day countries may
profess democracy, tyranny wears a multifaceted cloak regarding the arts, causing
a loss of sight to the depths to what genuine freedom is within the human spirit in
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portraying and producing art. I explore the Hegelian assertion that modes of art
can go beyond what any other stage in art history represents, but the process
should ensure human beings taking themselves back to the authenticity of
freedom. Understanding the literary evolution of the aspects in the carnivalesque,
its dichotomy, complexities, and purposes, become essential for artists and society.
Through a Bakhtinian lens of the evolution in the carnivalesque canon, I argue that
the carnivalesque grotesque in its original canon of folklore and through its
clarified concepts in aesthetic education provides a strong solution in eradicating
the veil of capitalistic manipulation and exploitations of art and its creators.
Gale Richardson has a Bachelor of Arts in Music and Minor in English, a Master of Liberal
Arts, and a Master of Arts in Art History. Gale is a PhD Candidate with the Institute for
Doctoral Studies in the Visual Arts and is currently writing a dissertation regarding
violence.

Asha Rogers, “‘Essential, not expendable’: Literature and the Arts
Council of Great Britain of the 1980s” (C:2)
This paper examines how the British post-war state’s efforts to act as a custodian
of literary autonomy corresponded to the reality of literature’s status as a minor
art form within state cultural bodies. Taking literature’s position as a putative
state protectorate in the Arts Council of Great Britain as a case study, the paper
discusses the changing priorities bearing on literary policy under Thatcher, as
multiculturalism appeared to threaten the autonomy of art.
Introduced into the Arts Council in the 1950s by a coterie of late-modernist
elites, poetry’s exceptional public status as a literary form without a commercial
audience was, by the 1970s, extended to second-generation black and Asian
writers under a neoliberal policy affording conspicuous support for racial
minorities. This paper reconstructs the implications of this policy turn,
concentrating particularly on the cosmopolitan literary elites who sought to
defend literature’s value as “essential, not expendable” from broader social forces,
and the consequences for the institution itself.
Asha Rogers is Lecturer in World Literatures/Postcolonial Studies at Queen Mary
University of London. Her doctoral research focused on the increased involvement of the
modern state in literary culture after the Second World War.
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Joe Rollins, “‘Converging, Mixing, Reciprocating’: Autonomy and
Sociality in Don DeLillo's Mao II” (B:1)
My paper contends that Don DeLillo’s novel Mao II engages dialectically with a
crisis of autonomous subjectivity in 1990s America. This crisis is engendered
simultaneously in the realm of the everyday through a neoliberal ideology that
renders its subjects as ‘human capital’, and through an intensification of
psychiatric practices that encourage self-help therapy and narcissistic selfsurveillance. I term this crisis ‘the self-less self’.
It is from this crisis of the ‘self-less self’ that DeLillo’s novel Mao II heralds.
Dialectically opposing images of extreme solipsism and vast, heterogenous
‘river[s] of life’, the novel constructs a synthesis, the culmination of this dialectic:
sociality. Following Scott Lash’s disavowal of difference in favour of sociality, I
contend that Mao II positions the work of art—specifically, the photograph—as a
powerful rejoinder to the hegemony of neoliberalism. Works of art puncture the
text of Mao II as nodes of communication and collectivity in a world otherwise filled
with misconnections and failed communication. They allow characters to express
themselves interpersonally, without recourse to the strict individualism of
neoliberalism, and without the need to regress backwards, towards an irrevocably
compromised sense of individual authenticity.
Joe Rollins is a PhD student in the Department of English and Related Literature at the
University of York. His research focuses on neoliberalism and American fiction in the
1990s. Specifically, he is interested in how artists working in the decade conceive and
explore forms of personal and aesthetic autonomy.

Mats Rosengren, “Autonomy/Ubuntu” (C:6)
Political autonomy, says Cornelius Castoriadis, involves a conscious collective
creation of a world: “the self-institution of society is the creation of a human world:
of ‘things’, ‘reality’, language, norms, values, ways of life and death, objects for
which we live and objects for which we die – and of course first and foremost, the
creation of the human individual in which the institution of society is massively
embedded.” (The Castoriadis Reader, 1997, p 269)
Thus, for Castoriadis, the project of autonomy goes far beyond autonomy in a
liberal or neo-liberal sense of the term. It is important not to confuse social and
political autonomy with simply freedom of choice.
However, autonomy is not the only way of conceptualizing self-organisation in
political settings. The African tradition, for one, puts forward other ways of dealing
with similar problems. In my paper I will explore the possibilities and limitations
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of Castoriadis’s notion of autonomy by contrasting it with a notion that also relates
to collective self-organizing – ubuntu, as recently presented by the social
anthropologist Francis B Nyamnjoh. Hopefully, the outcome of this confrontation
of two concepts will be a richer understanding of both, and perhaps of how they
relate to acute, global political concerns.
Mats Rosengren holds the chair of Rhetoric at Uppsala University. His main interests lie
in the fields of theory and history of rhetoric, epistemology and theory of science, French
philosophy, cave art and artistic research. He is a member of the editorial board of Glänta
and of the board of the Swedish Ernst Cassirer Society.

Laura Jane Routledge, “The Idea of the Avant-Garde: Autonomy,
Politics and the Meaning of a Contested Term” (A:4)
The meaning of the term “avant-garde” has from its first use in an artistic context
been a site of contention, balanced precariously between political and aesthetic
implications. This presentation focuses on one moment in the history of the term
when the two facets of aesthetics and politics intersect, with significant impact on
the way in which the idea of an “avant-garde” is understood today. I will outline
and examine the way in which the meaning of the term “avant-garde” changed and
developed as it entered an American context at the outset of the Second World War.
While Peter Burger has demonstrated that the historical avant-gardes were
preoccupied with exposing and destroying the institutional implications
surrounding the work of art, I will suggest that the idea of the avant-garde in
America was from the outset tied up with the development and preservation of
Western culture, initially through the opposition to fascist cultural policy and,
furthermore, as an integral part of the propaganda of neo-liberalism in the Cold
War Period. I will discuss the implications of this important translation and
transformation in the idea of the avant-garde, particularly in relation to the idea of
artistic autonomy.
Laura Jane Routledge is a PhD student in English Literature at the University of
Gothenburg. Her research focuses on the Happenings movement and other avant-garde
performance movements in the mid-twentieth century, predominantly in America.
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Johanna Skibsrud, “Poetic Autonomy and the ‘Something New’ of
Truth” (B:3)
Poetry – like mathematics, asserts Alain Badiou – does not understand “the
meaning of the claim ‘I cannot know’” (TW 18). Nor does it “acknowledge the
existence of spiritualist categories such as those of the unthinkable and the
unthought: those categories, which, by this point in our philosophical and literary
history, we have come to take for granted as exceeding “the meagre resources of
human reason” (TW 16). In short, poetry – like mathematics – retains room within
its existing structure for the concept of the infinite (Badiou, TW 18). Both
disciplines point ultimately beyond the limitations of the structures (language,
number, or subjectivity) they impose toward that “point of interruption” that
disrupts preconception – a point where thought is “surprised” by itself, in order to
become “something new” (Badiou IT 46). Drawing on the thinking of Henri
Bergson, Martin Heidegger and Ezra pound, I will consider the dangers and
difficulties of presuming to think beyond the limits of the subject—as well as the
inherent possibility of doing so, afforded through poetic discourse.
Johanna Skibsrud is a Canadian-American novelist, poet and Assistant Professor of
English at the University of Arizona. She received her doctorate from University of
Montreal in 2012 with a dissertation that considered the relationship between poetry
and philosophy in the poetry of Wallace Stevens. She is currently at work on a book
project titled, The Poetic Imperative: A Speculative Aesthetics.

Julia Stimac, “Framing Aestheticism: Mediations of Autonomy in
Whistlerian Spaces” (B:3)
The art and persona of James McNeill Whistler pose intriguing problems for
debates about autonomy and nineteenth-century aestheticism. While important
work has been done on the significance of his public engagement, art historians
have repeatedly asserted the primacy of visual autonomy in understanding his
oeuvre. This paper considers the simultaneous porousness and exactitude of
Whistler’s frames, both concrete and metaphorical, as key to understanding the
artist’s engagement with the artworld alongside his negotiations of autonomy. It
asks what becomes of autonomy when the frame no longer seems to surround an
independent object but a form of highly orchestrated spectatorial engagement.
Focusing on his provocative exhibition spaces, Whistler’s detailed attention to
design and the assertion of his own visual and artistic presence is shown to be
amplified by a formal and theoretical recasting of the frame that troubles
distinctions between “insides” and “outsides,” viewer and environment. Drawing
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on work by Claire Bishop and Jacques Rancière, it argues that these social spaces
constitute a specific form of abstraction, one that accompanies a shift from
aesthetic autonomy to autonomy of experience, with profound consequences for
an aesthetic, and aesthetized, artworld.
Julia Stimac is a doctoral candidate in art history at the University of Washington
specializing in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century transatlantic art. Her research
focuses on aestheticism and the notion of art for art’s sake, and she is currently writing a
dissertation on Whistlerian frames.

Kirsten Strom, “Autonomy and Automatism: Surrealism, the Self,
and the Discourse of the Unconscious” (A:6)
Among the major threats to the image of the autonomous subject was the
“discovery,” of the unconscious. Indeed Freud described psychoanalysis as a, “blow
to human narcissism,” precisely because the ego, in this configuration is not
autonomous even within the self. Pierre Janet had documented evidence of a
“secondary consciousness” within his “hysterical” patients, but he regarded this
“disaggregation” as a function of neurosis. Freud, more provocatively, ascribed an
unconscious to all human subjects, thereby undermining the image of the rational
subject so central to the humanist tradition, and problematizing the division
separating the “normal” and the “neurotic.”
Janet had coined the term automatic writing in his description of a practice
wherein his patients appeared to manifest two independent subjectivities. The
Surrealists freely coopted the term automatic writing, and they made concerted
efforts to simulate its execution. Nevertheless, Pierre Janet’s name is almost
entirely absent from the Surrealists’ numerous manifestoes and expository texts.
This paper will suggest that in spite of the centrality of automatism to Surrealism
in the early twenties, Janet remained largely uncredited by the Surrealists due to
the limited political usefulness of his suggestion that the unconscious is an
essential component only of the pathological mind.
Kirsten Strom is Associate Professor of Art History at Grand Valley State University. She
is the author of The Animal Surreal: The Role of Darwin, Animals, and Evolution in
Surrealism, forthcoming from Ashgate Publishing. She is also a contributor to the
International Encyclopedia of Surrealism forthcoming from Bloomsbury Press.
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Sabbar, S. Sultan, “The Poet’s Mourning His Own Death: D. H.
Lawrence’s Example” (D:4)
D.H.Lawrence’s oeuvre typifies the notion of autonomy in literature. His fiction
reveals his idiosyncratic way in dealing with sexuality and its dialectics. In this side
of his achievement (he is also a poet and critic), he succeeded in creating a
dichotomy among critics regarding the shocking representations of the body.
However, critics like F. R. Leavis, hold a lifelong admiration of this exceptional
working-class writer.
His autonomy is technical as well. Although he is a modernist, paying equal
care to content and form, he escaped the allurements of mystification and
obfuscation. His prime emphasis always centers on debunking the sham gentility
and inner decadence.
As a poet, Lawrence’s way of writing is marked by autonomy. A passing glance
at his ‘ The Ship of Death’ substantiates this view. It shows his way of envisioning
death and its intellectual, religious, eschatological, mythological and ontological
cadences. The poem represents a striking culmination of his artistic autonomy. If
the human body has been the centre of his fiction, here it is minimized, if not
nullified altogether, and is replaced by the spiritual content and immortality. This
issue represents the hub of the present paper and main emphasis.
Sabbar S. Sultan is Professor of literature, Dhofar University, Sultanate of Oman. He has
published 37 articles in regional and international journals., translated five critical and
educational books into Arabic and participated in 22 international conferences, the last
one being in Rhode Island, U.S.A.,September 2014.

Magnus Ullén, “Rhetoricizing Aesthetics: Yan Lianke’s Serve the
People! and the Illusion of Aesthetic Autonomy” (B:7)
Taking its point of departure in Paul de Man’s critique of aesthetic ideology
(glossed as the notion that the self precedes language), this paper suggests that the
upshot of de Man’s work is that aesthetic issues can more productively be framed
in rhetorical terms. What such a rhetorical transposition of aesthetics can amount
to is illustrated through a reading of Yan Lianke’s Serve the People! (为人民服务;
2005, English translation by Julia Lovell in 2007). The story of young soldier who
during the Cultural Revolution engages in a sexual affair with the beautiful wife of
a much older army general, Serve the People! can be read as an allegory not only of
the Cultural Revolution per se, but of the contemporary Chinese situation in which
it was conceived. As such, it illustrates the futility of conceiving of art as radical in
itself in a political situation that prevents something like an autonomous self from
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being articulated, while simultaneously suggesting the importance of highlighting
the rhetorical function of literature in an era in which literature is increasingly
becoming a global commodity.
Magnus Ullén is Professor of English at Karlstad University, Sweden. His critical writings
on American literature, pornography, literary theory, and rhetoric have appeared in New
Literary History, Studies in the Novel, Jump Cut, Critical Quarterly, Tulsa Studies in Women’s
Literature and many other journals.

Pieter Vermeulen, “Autonomous Life: Ben Lerner’s 10:04 and the
Biopolitics of the Person” (D:5)
This paper reads Ben Lerner’s recent novel 10:04 as a sustained engagement with
the conflicted nature of artistic autonomy—the fact that it signifies both art’s
relative and privileged detachment from life and its inevitable impotence as a
social force. Recent readings of the work have underlined how the work’s
insistence on its aesthetic autonomy constitutes a significant engagement with art
and literature’s real subsumption under capital in the present; I complement these
readings by showing that 10:04 is not only concerned with the possibility of art’s
autonomy from the market, but also with the fate of personal autonomy under
neoliberal biopolitics—the logic of which also determines art’s participation in the
market. Drawing on theories of biopolitics and focusing on the notion of the person
to resituate 10:04’s mobilization of autonomy in a dense and fine-grained social
context, the paper puts forward a relational and historicist account of autonomy—
as socially and historically embedded, and as describing “modes of relation
between literary practice and other domains of social and cultural life”
(Goldstone).
Pieter Vermeulen is Assistant Professor of American and Comparative Literature at the
University of Leuven. He is the author of Romanticism After the Holocaust (2010) and
Contemporary Literature and the End of the Novel (2015), and a co-editor of, most
recently, Institutions of World Literature (2015) and Memory Unbound (2016).

Ann Luppi von Mehren, “‘Murder at Retail’: The Big Clock by
Kenneth Fearing” (A:2)
Kenneth Fearing experimented with ekphrasis-like writing technique, using
advertising and tabloid newspapers to create visual images in his poems. In his
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novel The Big Clock both the textual content and the design of the book mirror
magazine products. Comparing a Time and a Life magazine from 1943, I show that
Fearing drew on real magazines as much as his ideological reactions to mass
culture or class consciousness to shape his novel. By positing Guy Debord’s
question of whether it is necessary or possible to see the production of media, I
suggest the novel shows how the temporally driven production of a magazine gives
the characters individual autonomy, in the form of artistic decisions that stand
apart from atemporal mass-consumer commodity production. Jacques Derrida
helps explain how Fearing creates authentic identities for the key characters. The
efforts by the real murderer to remain unnamed, and by the innocent character
under suspicion to clear his name, create narcissistic psychological struggles for
several characters.
Ann Luppi von Mehren is a Ph.D. candidate in Rhetoric and Composition at the
Department of English, University of Houston, Texas, USA. I am studying how societies
circulate, remember, and perpetuate textual and visual information. Bachelor’s degree
from Harvard University in anthropology and master degrees from Arcadia University in
education and English literature.

David Watson, “Derivative Creativity and the Financialization of
the Contemporary American Novel” (C:4)
This paper offers a critical analysis of financialization as a conceptual category for
making sense of contemporary American fiction. Examining Dana Spiotta’s Stone
Arabia, Michael Chabon’s Telegraph Avenue, Ben Lerner’s 10:04, and Aleksandar
Hemon’s The Making of Zombie Wars, I argue that these novels reproduce the
future-oriented logic of finance, and in particular of the financial instrument of the
derivative. Derivatives are secondary investment vehicles, which is to say their
value depend on the movements of other assets and the risks associated with these
assets. As such, derivatives are future-oriented contracts generating value by
speculating on future contingencies. Similarly, in the novels I examine a music
archive is leveraged for a documentary, a short story leads to a publishing contract,
loglines for potential movies saturate Hemon’s text, and, in Chabon, an unmade
television pilot is repurposed as a novel. Rather than autonomy, what is at stake in
these novels is how cultural artefacts can be intensified and extended into new
forms and media. Like the financial derivative, these novels are future-oriented:
they calculate and speculate on the ways they feed-forward into new iterations and
media. With this conjuncture, the logic of finance becomes that of the
contemporary novel.
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David Watson is Associate Professor in English at Uppsala University, where he
specializes in American literature. Currently, he is completing a monograph on Security
Culture: Imperialism, Vulnerability, and Twenty-First Century American Fiction and is
project leader of an international collaboration on Fictions of Threat: Speculation,
Security, and Surviving the Now.

Giles Whiteley, “Myth and Melancholia: Schelling on Aesthetic
Autonomy” (B:4)
This paper will seek to examine Schelling’s philosophy of art, in particular in how
it develops between his Naturphilosophie of the System (1800) and his 1840s
lectures on positive philosophy. Schelling’s philosophy is widely misunderstood,
marginalized in a syntactic footnote of the journey from Kant to Hegel, but his
philosophy of art is even less fully comprehended. By showing how Schelling
breaks from Kant in the late 1790s and early 1800s, this paper will reposition him
at the forefront of the aesthetic debates of the German idealists. Schelling’s theory
of art, based upon a cultural and historical reconsideration of the Bewusstlosigkeit
prior to the work of art as such, focuses more and more on the complex historical
and social relationships between myth, art and society, and in so doing compares
with the work of two key later German philosophers of art, Benjamin and
Heidegger.
Giles Whiteley is Assistant Professor at Stockholm University. He is the author of Oscar
Wilde and the Simulacrum (2015) and Aestheticism and the Philosophy of Death (2010),
which was nominated by the BCLA for the Balakian Prize. He is currently working on
monographs on the aesthetics of space in late 19th-century literature and on the reception
of the philosophy of Schelling in Britain during the long 19th century.

Sonia York-Pryce, “Ageism and the Mature Dancer” (D:1)
The research examines the role of dancers who extend beyond the paradigm of age
and their contribution to current dialogues in the field of dance. Today’s focus on
a youth-oriented consumer culture also weighs heavily in the current dance world
and for those who are approaching forty years of age, there has been long held
prejudice towards the mature performer. For generations dance has been a
discriminatory industry but a flux is challenging the presumed autonomy of the
younger dancer. Current research indicates there is increasing interest in this
phenomenon – the mature dancer. This paper investigates ageism and longevity of
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performance in today’s contemporary ballet culture and seeks to explore
perceived taboos in and around the question of retirement. There is a need for the
mature dancer to be acknowledged not only for their corporeal difference but also,
how their practice rather than their age defines them.
Sonia York-Pryce is a Trans Media Artist who studied ballet and contemporary dance in
the UK. Since migrating to Australia she has merged this lived knowledge into her films
and photography. Her film Interprete/ Inappropriate Behaviour recently won the Gold
Award for the Pavilion Dance South West Joie de Vivre 2015.

Ioana Zirra “The Plea for Autonomy as Dramatic Postcreation in
James Joyce’s Fiction. Its Contextual Sustainability Today” (A:5)
The paper proposes placing James Joyce’s masterpiece Ulysses in a field of forces
that explain the remediating and premediating power of this enduringly avantgarde book’s autonomy. Cultural memory methodology (and especially Astrid
Erll’s mediation theory) is joined to the consideration of the “Oxen of the Sun”
Ulysses episode in the light of its agon with literary tradition and with “the
heteronomies of the market, state, religion, education”. More precisely, the
discursively presented aesthetic autonomy theory in A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man is rehashed and implemented, in the self-reflexive mise en abîme
episode set in a Dublin maternity hospital, as the doctrine of the male artistic
postcreation that artistically continues, sublimates and overrides the natural
feminine procreative, socially foundational role for “the proliferating nation”. This
productively and paradoxically roots self-reflexive literary autonomy in
heteronomously historical contexts that it chooses not to forget. Because there are
so many colonial, religious, gender, artistic issues that it jointly addresses, Ulysses
remains central to several critical discourses running into the new millennium;
they allow exploring the causes and implications of the Joycean shifting, flexible
encodings of autonomy in recent International James Joyce Foundation
periodicals, whose references to autonomy are reviewed and statistically
analyzed.
Ioana Zirra is Associate Professor at the University of Bucharest, the English
Department, where she teaches Victorian and twentieth century modernity and
postmodernity in the English and Irish literary canon (T.S. Eliot, James Joyce and Seamus
Heaney). She also published Contributions of the British Nineteenth Century – the Victorian
Age – to the History of Literature and Ideas (2000, 2003 and 2011) and British Literature
in the Twentieth Century (2013), at the University of Bucharest.
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Maria Ioana Zirra, “‘i don’t want the soothing colours’: South
African Avant-Gardes and Wopko Jensma’s Illuminated Poetry as
Networked Art Object” (A:2)
Whether called upon to provide autonomous non-relational spaces for
experimentation of object-oriented thought (Morton), as targets for reflecting on
historical conceptions of materiality (Nilges, Sauri), or as pivots of contextual
analyses of political and aesthetic movements (Siraganian, Berman), art objects
have consistently served as flexible benchmarks for reflection and critical inquiry
especially in the twentieth century. However, within the emerging field of global
modernist studies – an approach that multiplies the sites of modernity to extraEuropean spaces – there has been little reflection on the status of artistic objects
such as “illuminated” poetry books (W.J.T. Mitchell) and their locally- and
transnationally-networked production (Latour). I read Wopko Jensma’s volume i
must show you my clippings against the backdrop of the South African conceptualist
movement represented by Walter Battiss and Norman Catherine and show how
Jensma’s book responded critically to their neo-avantgarde performances. I also
give an account of the reception of German expressionism, surrealism and abstract
art as state-sanctioned aesthetic regimes meant to shape a new Europeanized
Afrikaans identity, but also, paradoxically, how the aesthetic means of these
movements become multidirectional networked tools political dissent in Jensma’s
work.
Maria Zirra is currently a PhD student at the English Department of Stockholm
University. Her dissertation Postcolonial Mnemopoetics: Transnational Memory, Media
and Community in World Anglophone Poetry addresses the multifaceted ways in which a
number of poets from the Caribbean, Northern Ireland and Southern Africa think about
the past through various transnational lenses.
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